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Introduction
 

 
The process of Improvement Planning in Kentucky is used as the means of determining how schools and districts will plan to

ensure that students reach proficiency and beyond by 2015.  The process focuses school and district improvement efforts on

student needs by bringing together all stakeholders to plan for improvement, by focusing planning efforts on priority needs and

closing achievement gaps between subgroups of students, by building upon school and district capacity for high quality

planning, and by making connections between the funds that flow into the district and the priority needs in schools. Your

school's plans for improvement must be based on careful and honest analysis of data, address all content areas, and clearly

address gaps in student achievement.  
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Introduction
 
Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and learning takes place influences the processes and procedures by

which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way a school stays faithful

to its vision. Many factors contribute to the overall narrative such as an identification of stakeholders, a description of stakeholder

engagement, the trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that a school implements to support student

learning.

 

The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to provide a school with an opportunity to describe in narrative form the strengths and

challenges it encounters. By doing so, the public and members of the school community will have a more complete picture of how the school

perceives itself and the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement. This summary is structured for the school to reflect on how it

provides teaching and learning on a day to day basis.
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Description of the School

 

 

 
Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include

demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated

with the community/communities the school serves? 
 
Nicholasville Elementary School is located in Jessamine County, Kentucky. The county's population is 48,586 (2010 Census); the median

household income is $46,940 (2009); and the poverty rate is listed at 14.1% (2009). Many of the county's residents are employed in

Lexington, and there are also many who travel from neighboring cities to work in Jessamine County. The county currently has six elementary

schools (grades 1-5) and an Early Learning Village which houses the county's preschool and kindergarten. Redistricting during the summer

of 2013 and the opening of a new elementary school resulted in a loss of approximately 70 students for our school. This reduction in the

number of students presented a challenge for our school as we were faced with a decreased budget and staffing allocation. The school

district has a transient population with many families making more than one move during a school year. Our school typically gains and loses

several students each year from and to district schools.

Nicholasville Elementary is the oldest elementary school building in Jessamine County. The school was originally Nicholasville School,

grades 1-12. Located three blocks from the downtown area, NES serves children from the surrounding neighborhood as well as several

residential areas two to three miles away. Several of these areas include government subsidized housing, with many residences inhabited by

two or more families. The building was renovated in 1987 and underwent a second major renovation during the 2012-2013 school year. The

three story brick building sits well back from the street with a beautiful green lawn in front. Geothermal wells were dug during the summer of

2012 as part of the renovation in order to increase the school's energy efficiency.

NES is a Title I School with 72% of our students receiving free or reduced lunch. Our enrollment fluctuates monthly but is typically close to

500.  The majority of our student population is Caucasian with smaller populations of Hispanic and African American students. As a rule, we

experience the student transience that is typical in our district with an abundance of new students at the beginning of the school year as well

as throughout the year. This situation presents several challenges including the need to provide orientation for our new students, assess their

progress, and provide social support as they are integrated into a new school environment.

Our school's teaching staff is 100% highly qualified. We currently have 21 classroom teachers, five teachers of special education, one

speech/language specialist, a literacy coach who also provides gifted and talented services and technology support, two intervention

resource teachers, a 0.5 media specialist, a music teacher, an art teacher, a physical education teacher, a Spanish teacher for third, fourth

and fifth grades, a half-time school psychologist, a part time occupational therapist, a part time teacher of English Language Learners, one

guidance specialist, a curriculum resource administrator, and a principal. We have a Family Resource Center coordinator and full time health

assistant. The district provides two math coaches who support math instruction in the elementary schools. We also employ 14 instructional

assistants who provide interventions, facilitate small group reading, provide technology instruction and support, behavior support, and

classroom and special education support. Our staff is definitely one of our main strengths.

Student behavior has been a challenge over the past several years. However, we have experienced a great deal of success through our

membership in the Kentucky Center for Instructional Discipline. We are in our seventh year of implementation and have undergone a

complete restructuring of our school-wide behavior program. By including as many positive elements as possible and truly instructing our

students in our expectations of taking care of self, others, and place, we have significantly reduced our number of discipline referrals, both at

school and on the bus. We also implement the Positive Approach to Student Success program which has been very successful for students

with significant behavioral issues.

Parent involvement is a major focus for us this year.  We are working to increase attendance at family nights, PTO meetings, and parent

conferences. Although we do have many parents who attend events and are supportive, we still have only a small group who are actively

involved on a regular basis. We continue to look for ways to bring parents in and encourage them to become contributing stakeholders who
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take an active part in the everyday business of our school. Many of our students are being raised by their grandparents which presents a

different kind of challenge as we look for ways to support them in their role. 
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School's Purpose

 

 

 
Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the

school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students. 
 
Staff members are hired and retained based on their love for students and passion for teaching. All school decisions, from staffing and

assignment of school space to student assignment to classrooms

and instructional programs, are made based on what is best for students. Keeping our focus on our students expedites effective decision

making. It is our mission at Nicholasville Elementary School to provide a safe, positive, and student-centered learning environment that

equips all students with the skills to achieve individual excellence through collaboration, critical thinking, communication, and creativity. By

establishing relationships between school, family, and community, we will empower all learners to become productive members of society.

This mission was created during the 2015-16 school year as a way for our newer staff members to have input in the purpose of our school

and to rededicate our work.  Our mission statement is read at the beginning of every School-Based Decision Making Council meeting and

guides all of our decisions and discussions. In following our new mission, an updated vision will be jointly created this year by all

stakeholders.  Our current vision states: We, the students, parents, and staff of NES envision:

* The development of a firm foundation of knowledge and skills with a love of learning through a mutual interdependence which utilizes each

student's special strengths and talents;

* The value of self and others demonstrated through attitude, effort, and behavior, including respect, responsibility, and kindness;

* The emerging ability to use these attributes to create and achieve dreams and goals throughout life.

Our school-wide behavior program is a true embodiment of our vision. Every morning, our students repeat our school pledge: Today I

promise to accept responsibility for my actions and my learning. I promise to respect and take care of myself, others, and this place. I will

strive to achieve all of my goals. I am truly a wonderful person because I am me.

Our school-wide program seeks to recognize students for the good things they do. We have several positive initiatives such as pony points,

lunchroom golden spoons, our "Lose Your Marbles" program, and, HOPE (Handing Out Positive Encouragement) assemblies,

Whenever a student makes an unfortunate choice and is referred to the office for disciplinary action, the resulting conversation is centered on

the parts of the school pledge that the student neglected. Respect and responsibility always play a major role in the discussion and

consequences. Students are usually expected to apologize to anyone they have disrespected and consequences typically involve a learning

opportunity. Our PASS (Positive Approach to Student Success) Program is focused on specific student needs and provides the necessary

positive supports to help students overcome behavioral challenges.

We provide a variety of opportunities for our students with the intent of supporting them in the development of their "special strengths and

talents." Throughout the year, each grade level is responsible for a musical performance for the school community with all students taking an

active role. Staff, parents, and community members are invited to take a role in each endeavor through set and costume construction,

supervision, practice, prop provision, or any other contribution they are able to make. These performances have been instrumental in

bringing parents and the community into our school and helping them to contribute to the success of our students. Other opportunities for

students to develop and showcase their strengths include the academic team, student technology leadership program, news team, safety

patrol, office helpers, Pony Chorale, student council, dance club, 4-H speech and demonstration competitions, talent show, and visual art

shows.

Students are encouraged to achieve at the highest levels possible and become life-long learners. We recognize those students who are

meeting national standards and those with outstanding attendance at our HOPE (Handing Out Positive Encouragement) assemblies. High

student achievement on state testing each year is recognized and rewarded at our All-Star Testers awards ceremony and breakfast.
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Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement

 

 

 
Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years.  Additionally, describe areas for

improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years. 
 
Our most notable achievement from the past 3 years would be our Proficient status on KPREP testing for the 2014-15 school year.  We are

also considered a Progressing school due to meeting our school goal for KPREP. 

As mentioned previously, our focus on improving student behavior has been one of our major areas of improvement. Through our

involvement with the Kentucky Center for Instructional Discipline, we have restructured our school-wide behavior program to include positivity

and instruction. The PBIS program (Positive Behavior Instructional System) has been instrumental in reducing the number of office referrals

and bus write-ups. We formed a PBIS team with representation from primary, intermediate, specials and special education teachers,

administration, and parents. This team worked to create a consistent school-wide plan that set a common system for behavior monitoring in

all classrooms as well as expectations for all areas of the school: hallways, bathrooms, cafeteria, playground, and buses. These expectations

are taught by school personnel during the first days of school. The team meets to address problems or develop needed systems such as our

lunchroom golden spoons program. A second team (Behavior RtI) meets monthly with individual teachers to address specific student issues

and develop behavior plans.  A third component of our behavior plan has been the PASS program which supports students with significant

behavior concerns. Two or three specific concerns are noted for each student, and each is instructed in alternative, acceptable behaviors.

Student behavior is monitored frequently on a regular basis with reinstruction provided as needed. This year our program is staffed with one

special education teacher and one assistant. We will continue to request district support with this program.

Another area of improvement revolves around our weekly grade level meetings. Teachers in each grade level meet each Wednesday for 45

minutes during their planning time with the curriculum resource administrator, literacy/math coaches, principal, intervention resource teacher,

etc. to plan standards-based lessons and assessments and monitor student progress. These meetings have been instrumental in ensuring

that our learning targets, instruction, and assessments are carefully aligned with the Common Core Standards. Teachers also attend periodic

Data Review meetings in order to analyze data with school administration and discuss plans for an appropriate response to that data.

Frequent walkthroughs by the administration with timely feedback have been another effort toward improving the quality of instruction, level

of rigor and engagement, and differentiation to meet student needs.

Safety has been another area of improvement over the last four years. We have worked very hard to make our school the safest environment

possible through the revamping of our student drop off and pick up procedures, creation of a secure building entrance, thorough analysis and

fine-tuning of our safety drills and protocols, and careful monitoring of our building for safety concerns.

Parent involvement is one area on which we have typically focused improvement efforts and experienced modest success. We have brought

parents in through many different venues: Family Fun Nights, Pony Roundup, parent conferences, Parent Academy, literacy night,

grandparents lunches, awards assemblies and student performances. Although many parents do show up, only a small number take an

active leadership role through PTO, SBDM council or committee work. There are still several parents who we have not been able to reach.

We will continue to reach out to these and all parents to help them see the value of their participation in the education of their children.

Attendance is another area we will continue to work to improve. We saw significant and steady improvement in our attendance for several

years, and we strive to continue to improve. We set a lofty goal of 97% two years ago, and we are constantly looking for ways to reach that

goal as frequently as possible. Redistricting caused us to lose some ground in our daily attendance percentages. However, we are working

hard to regain the lost ground and reinforce the importance of good attendance with our new students and families.  
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Additional Information 

 

 

 
Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous

sections. 
 
We are so proud of our school--of the improvements we have made; of the continued success of our students; of our dedicated, hard-working

staff; and of our renovated building. Our students deserve the best, and we want our school to be the best place possible for them to learn

and grow.

An area of pride is our commitment to shared leadership. We truly value the opinions of our staff and provide them with many opportunities to

provide input into the decisions that affect the operation of our school. Each teacher is required to have a professional responsibility, be it

council, team or committee membership. Our administrative team includes teachers from all school areas when important decisions need to

be made--from program review to policy development. Administrators, coaches, and team leaders work together to address issues that affect

the school and solve problems. We strive to include all stakeholders, including parents and community, in the decision making process so

that everyone has a sense of ownership and fully believes that he or she can make a difference in the lives of our students. 
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Overview

 
Plan Name

 
NES 15-16 CSIP

 
Plan Description
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Goals Summary

 

The following is a summary of the goals encompassed in this plan. The details for each goal are available in the next section. 

# Goal Name Goal Details Goal Type Total Funding
1 Increase the average combined reading and math

proficiency ratings for all Kentucky students in the
non-duplicated gap group from 33% in 2012 to
66.5% in 2017.

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	4

Organizational $400

2 Increase the average combined reading and math
KPREP scores for all Kentucky elementary school
students from 47.4% to 63.2% in 2017.

Objectives:	3
Strategies:	8
Activities:	18

Organizational $200

3 Nicholasville Elementary will improve our Writing
Program Review score from 7.8 to 8.2 by May 31,
2017.

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	2
Activities:	4

Organizational $0
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Goal 1: Increase the average combined reading and math proficiency ratings for all Kentucky

students in the non-duplicated gap group from 33% in 2012 to 66.5% in 2017.

 

Strategy 1:  
Vocabulary Development - Special education teachers will implement intentional vocabulary strategies and activities during reading instruction.  Vocabulary instruction

will include lessons in both content vocabulary and general/working vocabulary. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Learning in the Fast Lane by Suzy Pepper Rollins

“Students vocabulary knowledge is directly tied to their success in school.”  (Marzano & Simms, 2013)

“Knowing more words allows students to think about more concepts in more ways.”  (Marzano & Simms, 2013)

Numerous studies from 1918 through the present have found a significant correlation between vocabulary and intelligence.

 

Measurable Objective 1:
demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 22.9% to 38.3% in the reading ability of special education students  by 09/30/2016 as measured by KPREP reading scores.

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The Special Education Department will meet on a regular basis with the
principal and CRA with a focus on instructional strategies and resources for
vocabulary development.  During PLC meetings, the principal and CRA will
share newly identified resources and research in order to increase teacher
capacity in teaching vocabulary to special education students.   In addition,
teachers will bring samples of lessons they have done with their students
to share with others and to discuss what was successful and unsuccessful
with the implementation of the activity they bring.  After winter MAP is
administered, the PLC will meet to analyze individual student MAP data to
determine next steps.

Special Education teachers will also participate in a Google Share online
discussion in between meeting dates.   This document will allow teachers
to share lessons and activities that have worked, share research and
lesson plan ideas that they have found, and troubleshoot difficulties they
are having.  Because these teachers have varying planning time during the
day, this document will be essential in allowing them to collaborate with
one another on a regular basis.

Professional
Learning

09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 State Funds Special
Education
teachers,
CRA,
principal

Activity - Development Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Goal 2: Increase the average combined reading and math KPREP scores for all Kentucky

elementary school students from 47.4% to 63.2% in 2017.

All special education teachers will study the power point provided through
the Director of Secondary Schools which contains research about the
impact of vocabulary instruction on student achievement.  The team will
discuss the research together.

All special education teachers will read the chapter entitled: Vocabulary
Development: Implementing a Strategic Plan in the book, Learning In The
Fast Lane: 8 Ways To Put ALL Students On The Road To Academic
Success.   In this chapter, the author explains that for many of our
students, just understanding the questions on the assessments they are
given, will be problematic, especially if they lack understanding of content-
area vocabulary.  She goes on to explain that students will encounter even
more difficulty if they have gaps in their incidental vocabulary, which
includes all those words they really should know by now.

The CRA and principal will read the book titled, Vocabulary for the
Common Core by Marzano and share applicable learning with the special
education teachers on a regular basis.  It will be expected that the teachers
then use this new learning to prepare lessons for students.

Professional
Learning

09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 State Funds Special
Education
teachers,
CRA,
principal

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct weekly walkthroughs to look for
evidence of vocabulary instruction.   Feedback will be provided based on
what is observed.

Winter and spring reading MAP data for special education students will be
analyzed for spring-to-winter and spring-to-spring growth.   The principal
and CRA will conference with each teacher to discuss the results and next
steps.

The principal and CRA will monitor the Google Share document to make
sure teachers are collaborating with one another and sharing out about
their progress.

Other -
Monitoring

09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

CRA,
principal

Activity - Direct Instruction Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Special education teachers will use resources provided during PLC
meetings, information gathered from professional reading, and best
practice strategies in teaching vocabulary to provide students with regular,
targeted instruction with both content specific and general/working
vocabulary.

Direct
Instruction

09/21/2015 05/24/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

Special
Education
teachers
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Strategy 1:  
Ready Common Core Implementation - Reading teachers in grades 3-5 will use the Ready Common Core series as one component of core reading instruction.

Students will read rigorous text, answer multiple choice questions and respond in writing in order to demonstrate understanding of targeted standards.  This strategy

supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.  Specifically, this strategy ties to the Engagement indicator of Domain 3.  In addition, this strategy supports Domain - 1,

Planning and Preparation. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Research support for this strategy is referenced at the following URL:

http://www.casamples.com/downloads/Ready-Reading-Research_Strong-Research-Base.pdf

 

Strategy 2:  
Lexia Implementation - NES staff will use the Lexia intervention program to provide differentiated instruction to individual students in reading.  Students will complete

customized lessons that address learning deficits.   1st grade teachers will use the program with all students during independent work time while teachers are working

with guided reading groups.  2nd-5th grade teachers will target 3-6 students in their classroom to complete Lexia lessons throughout the week.   An instructional

assistant will assist a group of 3rd-5th grade students as they complete Lexia lessons in the computer lab each morning before school.  In addition, intervention

Measurable Objective 1:
demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 50.9% to 69.4% in reading by 05/31/2017 as measured by KPREP reading scores.

Activity - Development/PLC Meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Regular classroom and special education teachers will meet with the
Principal, Curriculum Resource Administrator and Literacy Coach each
month during their planning time to discuss successes and challenges with
program implementation,the integration of Ready Common Core with the
Gradual Release Model, and general effectiveness based on student data.

Professional
Learning

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

classroom
and special
education
teachers in
grades 3-5,
school
administrators
, literacy
coach

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct walkthroughs to look at the
effectiveness of implementation of the program as well as integration of the
program with the Gradual Release Model. Feedback will be provided
based on what is observed. Winter and spring reading MAP data will be
analyzed for spring-to-winter and spring-to-spring growth. The principal and
CRA will conference with each teacher to discuss the results and next
steps.

Other -
Monitoring

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

Principal and
Curriculum
Resource
Administrator
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teachers will use Lexia as part of tier 1 students' intervention plans.    This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, of PGES.  Specifically Engagement and

Responsiveness. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Research support for this strategy is referenced at the following URL:

http://lexialearning.com/uploads/page-body/MKRES12_Lexia_ResearchBrochure_FINAL.pdf 

(shared) Strategy 3:  
Increased Written Response Opportunities - The Literacy Coach and CRA will model the RACED written response strategy for 3rd-5th grade reading classrooms and

4th grade math classrooms.  Following these lessons, teachers will begin implementing the strategy with students and increasing opportunities for students to apply the

strategy in various content areas. In addition, follow up instruction will occur based on student performance.  This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.

Specifically, this strategy ties to the Engagement, Assessment, and Responsiveness indicators. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: The Core Six Essential Strategies for Achieving Excellence with the Common Core by Harvey F. Silver, R. Thomas Dewing, and Matthew J. Perini 

Activity - Development/PLC Meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers will spend time analyzing
Lexia usage and proficiency data as well as troubleshooting the challenges
of implementation.  The CRA will bring reports for the teachers to review
and will guide discussion.
During monthly Student Monitoring PLCs, the Intervention Resource
Teacher and classroom teachers will review individual student success for
students that receive Lexia as part of RTI.

Other - Data
Analysis/Trou
bleshooting

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers,
administrators
, Literacy
Coach,
Intervention
Resource
Teacher

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Lexia implementation will be monitored in the following ways:
The CRA and Intervention Resource Teacher will monitor usage reports of
all targeted students.
Classroom teachers will monitor student progress during monthly PLC
meetings and in between meetings as needed to determine next steps
instructionally.
The administrative team will monitor fidelity of implementation during
walkthroughs on a regular basis.

Other -
Monitoring

10/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

classroom
teachers,
Intervention
Resource
Teacher,
administrators
, Literacy
Coach,
instructional
assistant,
Special
Education
teachers
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(shared) Strategy 1:  
Increased Written Response Opportunities - The Literacy Coach and CRA will model the RACED written response strategy for 3rd-5th grade reading classrooms and

4th grade math classrooms.  Following these lessons, teachers will begin implementing the strategy with students and increasing opportunities for students to apply the

strategy in various content areas. In addition, follow up instruction will occur based on student performance.  This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.

Specifically, this strategy ties to the Engagement, Assessment, and Responsiveness indicators. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: The Core Six Essential Strategies for Achieving Excellence with the Common Core by Harvey F. Silver, R. Thomas Dewing, and Matthew J. Perini 

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

During monthly Math PLC meetings, the CRA and Math Coaches will guide
teachers in analysis of writing prompts and analyzing student response
data.  Teachers will share lesson ideas and teaching points with one
another and assist each other in handling challenges they are having with
students.

Other - PLC
Meetings

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers,
CRA, Math
Coaches

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct walkthroughs to monitor the
effectiveness of ERQ and short answer instruction.  Monitoring will also
include checking on the frequency of implementation.  In addition, the
principal, CRA, and Literacy Coach will participate in Live Scoring sessions
each month to monitor student progress with responding to written
response questions.

Other -
Monitoring

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

principal,
CRA, Literacy
Coach

Activity - Development Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The CRA and Literacy Coach will provide support for teachers who are
new to grades 3-5 and have not had experience with written response
development or implementation.   The CRA will look for opportunities for
teachers to attend trainings on written response questions.  In addition,
teachers who are struggling with implementation, and/or not able to yield
positive results in this area, will be given opportunities to visit the
classrooms of teachers who have success.

Professional
Learning

01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $200 School
Council
Funds

CRA, Literacy
Coach,
classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers

Measurable Objective 2:
demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 49.9% to 66.8% in math   by 05/31/2017 as measured by as measured by KPREP math scores..

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Strategy 2:  
Stepping Stones  - Math teachers at all grade levels will implement the Stepping Stones math curriculum as their core math program.  This strategy supports Domain 3

- Instruction, in PGES.  In addition, this strategy supports Domain 1 - Planning and Preparation. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Evidence to support the strategy above is found at the following URL:

http://www.origoeducation.com/steppingstones/results?Search=Research&formController=steppingstones%2F&executeForm=searchForm&action_results= 

During monthly Math PLC meetings, the CRA and Math Coaches will guide
teachers in analysis of writing prompts and analyzing student response
data.  Teachers will share lesson ideas and teaching points with one
another and assist each other in handling challenges they are having with
students.

Other - PLC
Meetings

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers,
CRA, Math
Coaches

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct walkthroughs to monitor the
effectiveness of ERQ and short answer instruction.  Monitoring will also
include checking on the frequency of implementation.  In addition, the
principal, CRA, and Literacy Coach will participate in Live Scoring sessions
each month to monitor student progress with responding to written
response questions.

Other -
Monitoring

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

principal,
CRA, Literacy
Coach

Activity - Development Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The CRA and Literacy Coach will provide support for teachers who are
new to grades 3-5 and have not had experience with written response
development or implementation.   The CRA will look for opportunities for
teachers to attend trainings on written response questions.  In addition,
teachers who are struggling with implementation, and/or not able to yield
positive results in this area, will be given opportunities to visit the
classrooms of teachers who have success.

Professional
Learning

01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $200 School
Council
Funds

CRA, Literacy
Coach,
classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

At monthly PLC meetings the CRA and Math Coaches will provide
teachers with support on determining the concepts to emphasize in current
modules.  The coaches also ensure that teachers are familiar with each of
the components of the curriculum. In addition, they will provide teachers
with supplemental resources and appropriate instructional strategies for
teaching math concepts.

Other - PLC
Meetings

09/02/2015 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

District Math
Coaches,
CRA,
classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers
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Strategy 3:  
Dreambox Implementation - At NES, we will use the Dreambox intervention program to provide differentiated instruction to targeted students in math.  Students will

complete customized lessons that address learning deficits.    This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, of PGES.  Specifically Engagement and Responsiveness. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Research for this strategy can be found at the following URL:

http://www-static.dreambox.com/wp-content/uploads/downloads/pdf/DreamBox_Results_from_SRI_Rocketship_Evaluation.pdf 

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct walkthroughs to look at the
effectiveness of implementation of the program as well as integration of the
program with the Gradual Release Model. Feedback will be provided
based on what is observed. Winter and spring math MAP data will be
analyzed for spring-to-winter and spring-to-spring growth. The principal and
CRA will conference with each teacher to discuss the results and next
steps.

Other -
Monitoring

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

principal and
CRA

Activity - Development Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will receive 3 hours of Professional Development from Origo
trainers about the different components of the Stepping Stones program.
In addition, teachers will participate in 3 additional hours of professional
development with their grade level team to further explore the components
of the program and share ideas.

Other -
Development

08/06/2015 05/20/2016 $0 Other Origo trainers,
CRA,
classroom
teachers, and
special
education
teachers

Activity - PLC Meetings/Development Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers will spend time analyzing
Lexia usage and proficiency data as well as troubleshooting the challenges
of implementation.  The CRA will bring reports for the teachers to review
and will guide discussion.
During monthly Student Monitoring PLCs, the Intervention Resource
Teacher, CRA, principal, and classroom teachers will review individual
success for students that receive Dreambox as part of RTI.

Other - PLC
Meetings/Dev
elopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

CRA,
principal,
Math
Coaches,
classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Dreambox implementation will be monitored in the following ways:
The CRA and Intervention Resource Teacher will monitor the usage
reports of all targeted students.
Classroom teachers will monitor student progress during monthly PLC
meetings.

Other -
Monitoring

09/02/2015 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

principal,
CRA,
Intervention
Resource
Teacher
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Strategy 4:  
5th Grade Math Support - In response to end of year MAP data in 4th grade additional math support is being provided to our current 5th grade math students.  This

support is occurring through the ESS daytime waiver for the "middle" math group through the use of an instructional assistant.  This assistant provides support to a

group of targeted students after the whole group focused instruction  portion of the lesson.  In addition, 5th grade students in the "at risk' group, receive an additional

math block four days/week where math interventions take place.  This connects to Domain 3 - Instruction in PGES.  Specifically, with the indicators Demonstrating

Flexibility and Responsiveness and Engagement.    
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: http://www.gram.edu/sacs/qep/chapter%204/4_1EducationAlliance.pdf 

Strategy 1:  
Increased Writing Professional Development - NES teachers will have several opportunities to grow professionally in the area of writing this year.   First, teacher

delegates will attend two different Abel and Atherton writing trainings (Writing Lessons Part 2 and On Demand Part 2), share their learning with the writing committee,

and make suggestions for improvement of instruction.  Second, all writing teachers at NES will participate it job embedded writing PD designed in response to teacher

need as identified by a writing survey.  Finally, a group of teachers will attend a training given by Dee Camp titled Best Practices in Writing and share out with their

grade level teams at PLCs.  After the information has been shared, teams will create a plan as to how they will incorporate their new learning into writing practices.  This

strategy ties to PGES through Domain 4 - Professional Responsibilities.  Specifically, this ties to the indicators - Growing and Developing Professionally and

Participating in a Professional Community. 
Category: Professional Learning & Support 
Research Cited: This strategy is supported by research in at the following URL:  http://www.nwp.org/cs/public/download/nwp_file/9031/el200709_lieberman.pdf?x-

r=pcfile_d

In addition, professional literature in Best Practice by Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde contains a chapter on best practices in writing that supports continual teacher

learning. 

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal and CRA will complete walkthroughs on a regular basis to
check on the implementation of this model.   We will be specifically looking
for effective use of time and student engagement.

Other -
Monitoring

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 State Funds principal and
CRA

Measurable Objective 3:
demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 31.6% to 64.5% in writing by 05/31/2017 as measured by KPREP writing scores.

Activity - PLC Meetings/Development Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers who have attended writing
trainings will share best practices, instructional strategies, and other ideas
from the trainings with their colleagues.  Grade levels will then make plans
as to how they will incorporate this new learning into their writing
instruction.

Other - PLC
Meetings/Dev
elopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

CRA, Literacy
Coach,
teacher
representative
s
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Strategy 2:  
Power Writing - 5th grade teachers will implement a new writing strategy with their students in order to improve writing fluency, coherency, overall organization.

Multiple times/week students will be given a started sentence and will be asked to write as much as they can about the topic in one minute.   The starter sentences will

be based on current content in social studies and math.  After the minute is complete, students will go back and circle words that are relevant to the topic and also

check their work for other errors.  Finally, students will self assess or peer assess their writing to make sure it makes sense.  This strategy links to the following

indicators in PGES Domain 3:  Engaging Students and Using Assessment in Instruction. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Research for this strategy can be found at the following URL:

http://fisherandfrey.com/uploads/posts/Elem_schoolwide.pdf

 

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal, CRA, and Literacy Coach will ensure that professional
learning is shared with grade level teams following each writing training.  In
addition, the principal, CRA, and literacy coach will ensure that plans
created by grade level teams in response to new learning are
implemented.

Other -
Monitoring

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

principal,
CRA, Literacy
Coach

Activity - Development Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will study the Power Writing instructional routine recommended
by Doug Fisher.   They will read articles regarding this practice and discuss
implementation with each other and the CRA.

Other -
Development

01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

5th Grade
Teachers,
CRA,
principal

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

5th grade teachers will meet with the CRA to develop an implementation
plan after reading provided resources about the Power Writing strategy.
Teachers will also consider student needs when designing instruction.
After implementation, the group will meet to discuss successes and
challenges and redesign instruction as needed.

Other - PLC
Meetings

12/03/2015 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

CRA, 5th
grade
teachers

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal and CRA will monitor progress through walkthroughs during
writing instruction as well as checking lesson plans.  In addition, the
principal and CRA will analyze student responses after the spring on
demand scrimmage.

Other -
Monitoring

01/11/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

Principal and
CRA
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Goal 3: Nicholasville Elementary will improve our Writing Program Review score from 7.8 to 8.2

by May 31, 2017.

 

Strategy 1:  
Increased Writing Professional Development - Increased Writing Professional Development - NES teachers will have several opportunities to grow professionally in the

area of writing this year. First, teacher delegates will attend two different Abel and Atherton writing trainings (Writing Lessons Part 2 and On Demand Part 2), share their

learning with the writing committee, and make suggestions for improvement of instruction. Second, all writing teachers at NES will participate it job embedded writing

PD designed in response to teacher need as identified by a writing survey. Finally, a group of teachers will attend a training given by Dee Camp titled Best Practices in

Writing and share out with their grade level teams at PLCs. After the information has been shared, teams will create a plan as to how they will incorporate their new

learning into writing practices. This strategy ties to PGES through Domain 4 - Professional Responsibilities. Specifically, this ties to the indicators - Growing and

Developing Professionally and Participating in a Professional Community. Category: Professional Learning & Support  
Category: Professional Learning & Support 
Research Cited: This strategy is supported by research in at the following URL:

http://www.nwp.org/cs/public/download/nwp_file/9031/el200709_lieberman.pdf?xr=pcfile_d In addition, professional literature in Best Practice by Zemelman, Daniels,

and Hyde contains a chapter on best practices in writing that supports continual teacher learning. 

Strategy 2:  
Presentation Problem-Solving - Students who have been placed in the high-performing Integrated Studies class in 5th grade will participate in a Presentation Problem-

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to improve our Writing Program Review score from 7.8 to 8.2 by 05/31/2017 as measured by Program Review assessment data.

Activity - PLC Meetings/Development Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers who have attended writing
trainings will share best practices, instructional strategies, and other ideas
from the trainings with their colleagues. Grade levels will then make plans
as to how they will incorporate this new learning into their writing
instruction.

Other - PLC
Meetings/Dev
elopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

Classroom
and special
education
teachers,
CRA, Literacy
Coach,
principal

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal, CRA, and Literacy Coach will ensure that professional
learning is shared with grade level teams following each writing training. In
addition, the principal, CRA, and literacy coach will ensure that plans
created by grade level teams in response to new learning are
implemented.

Other -
Monitoring

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

CRA,
principal,
Literacy
Coach
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Solving unit.  This unit will allow the students to work in teams in order to develop 21st Century skills, such as collaboration, communication, critical thinking, and

creative thinking.  The final solutions from this unit will be presented by students through writing and an oral presentation. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Research support for this strategy can be found at the following URL:

http://www.p21.org/our-work/resources/for-educators 

Activity - PLC/Development Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The Integrated Studies Teacher, Literacy Coach, Technology Coordinator,
Gifted Teacher, and CRA will work together to research/learn more about
the Presentation Problem-solving program.  They will also work together to
design problem-solving scenarios and lessons, as well discuss challenges
and successes of the program throughout the implementation of the unit.

Professional
Learning

04/11/2016 05/31/2017 $0 No Funding
Required

Integrated
Studies
Teacher,
CRA, Literacy
Coach,
Technology
Coordinator,
Gifted
Teacher

Activity - Monitoring Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The Principal and CRA will monitor implementation of the Presentation
Problem-Solving unit through walk-throughs.

Other -
Monitoring

09/12/2016 05/31/2017 $0 Other Principal,
CRA
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Activity Summary by Funding Source

 
Below is a breakdown of your activities by funding source

 
State Funds

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Monitoring The principal and CRA will complete walkthroughs on a
regular basis to check on the implementation of this model.
We will be specifically looking for effective use of time and
student engagement.

Other -
Monitoring

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 principal and
CRA

Development All special education teachers will study the power point
provided through the Director of Secondary Schools which
contains research about the impact of vocabulary
instruction on student achievement.  The team will discuss
the research together.

All special education teachers will read the chapter entitled:
Vocabulary Development: Implementing a Strategic Plan in
the book, Learning In The Fast Lane: 8 Ways To Put ALL
Students On The Road To Academic Success.   In this
chapter, the author explains that for many of our students,
just understanding the questions on the assessments they
are given, will be problematic, especially if they lack
understanding of content-area vocabulary.  She goes on to
explain that students will encounter even more difficulty if
they have gaps in their incidental vocabulary, which
includes all those words they really should know by now.

The CRA and principal will read the book titled, Vocabulary
for the Common Core by Marzano and share applicable
learning with the special education teachers on a regular
basis.  It will be expected that the teachers then use this
new learning to prepare lessons for students.

Professional
Learning

09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 Special
Education
teachers,
CRA,
principal
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Other

School Council Funds

PLC Meetings The Special Education Department will meet on a regular
basis with the principal and CRA with a focus on
instructional strategies and resources for vocabulary
development.  During PLC meetings, the principal and CRA
will share newly identified resources and research in order
to increase teacher capacity in teaching vocabulary to
special education students.   In addition, teachers will bring
samples of lessons they have done with their students to
share with others and to discuss what was successful and
unsuccessful with the implementation of the activity they
bring.  After winter MAP is administered, the PLC will meet
to analyze individual student MAP data to determine next
steps.

Special Education teachers will also participate in a Google
Share online discussion in between meeting dates.   This
document will allow teachers to share lessons and activities
that have worked, share research and lesson plan ideas
that they have found, and troubleshoot difficulties they are
having.  Because these teachers have varying planning
time during the day, this document will be essential in
allowing them to collaborate with one another on a regular
basis.

Professional
Learning

09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 Special
Education
teachers,
CRA,
principal

Total $400

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Monitoring The Principal and CRA will monitor implementation of the
Presentation Problem-Solving unit through walk-throughs.

Other -
Monitoring

09/12/2016 05/31/2017 $0 Principal,
CRA

Development Teachers will receive 3 hours of Professional Development
from Origo trainers about the different components of the
Stepping Stones program.  In addition, teachers will
participate in 3 additional hours of professional
development with their grade level team to further explore
the components of the program and share ideas.

Other -
Development

08/06/2015 05/20/2016 $0 Origo trainers,
CRA,
classroom
teachers, and
special
education
teachers

Total $0

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible
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No Funding Required

Development The CRA and Literacy Coach will provide support for
teachers who are new to grades 3-5 and have not had
experience with written response development or
implementation.   The CRA will look for opportunities for
teachers to attend trainings on written response questions.
In addition, teachers who are struggling with
implementation, and/or not able to yield positive results in
this area, will be given opportunities to visit the classrooms
of teachers who have success.

Professional
Learning

01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $200 CRA, Literacy
Coach,
classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers

Total $200

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Monitoring The principal and CRA will conduct weekly walkthroughs to
look for evidence of vocabulary instruction.   Feedback will
be provided based on what is observed.

Winter and spring reading MAP data for special education
students will be analyzed for spring-to-winter and spring-to-
spring growth.   The principal and CRA will conference with
each teacher to discuss the results and next steps.

The principal and CRA will monitor the Google Share
document to make sure teachers are collaborating with one
another and sharing out about their progress.

Other -
Monitoring

09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $0 CRA,
principal

Monitoring The principal and CRA will monitor progress through
walkthroughs during writing instruction as well as checking
lesson plans.  In addition, the principal and CRA will
analyze student responses after the spring on demand
scrimmage.

Other -
Monitoring

01/11/2016 05/31/2017 $0 Principal and
CRA

Direct Instruction Special education teachers will use resources provided
during PLC meetings, information gathered from
professional reading, and best practice strategies in
teaching vocabulary to provide students with regular,
targeted instruction with both content specific and
general/working vocabulary.

Direct
Instruction

09/21/2015 05/24/2016 $0 Special
Education
teachers

Monitoring The principal and CRA will conduct walkthroughs to look at
the effectiveness of implementation of the program as well
as integration of the program with the Gradual Release
Model. Feedback will be provided based on what is
observed. Winter and spring reading MAP data will be
analyzed for spring-to-winter and spring-to-spring growth.
The principal and CRA will conference with each teacher to
discuss the results and next steps.

Other -
Monitoring

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 Principal and
Curriculum
Resource
Administrator
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Monitoring Dreambox implementation will be monitored in the following
ways:
The CRA and Intervention Resource Teacher will monitor
the usage reports of all targeted students.
Classroom teachers will monitor student progress during
monthly PLC meetings.

Other -
Monitoring

09/02/2015 05/31/2017 $0 principal,
CRA,
Intervention
Resource
Teacher

Monitoring The principal and CRA will conduct walkthroughs to monitor
the effectiveness of ERQ and short answer instruction.
Monitoring will also include checking on the frequency of
implementation.  In addition, the principal, CRA, and
Literacy Coach will participate in Live Scoring sessions
each month to monitor student progress with responding to
written response questions.

Other -
Monitoring

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 principal,
CRA, Literacy
Coach

PLC/Development The Integrated Studies Teacher, Literacy Coach,
Technology Coordinator, Gifted Teacher, and CRA will work
together to research/learn more about the Presentation
Problem-solving program.  They will also work together to
design problem-solving scenarios and lessons, as well
discuss challenges and successes of the program
throughout the implementation of the unit.

Professional
Learning

04/11/2016 05/31/2017 $0 Integrated
Studies
Teacher,
CRA, Literacy
Coach,
Technology
Coordinator,
Gifted
Teacher

Development Teachers will study the Power Writing instructional routine
recommended by Doug Fisher.   They will read articles
regarding this practice and discuss implementation with
each other and the CRA.

Other -
Development

01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $0 5th Grade
Teachers,
CRA,
principal

Development/PLC Meetings During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers will spend
time analyzing Lexia usage and proficiency data as well as
troubleshooting the challenges of implementation.  The
CRA will bring reports for the teachers to review and will
guide discussion.
During monthly Student Monitoring PLCs, the Intervention
Resource Teacher and classroom teachers will review
individual student success for students that receive Lexia as
part of RTI.

Other - Data
Analysis/Trou
bleshooting

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers,
administrators
, Literacy
Coach,
Intervention
Resource
Teacher

Monitoring Lexia implementation will be monitored in the following
ways:
The CRA and Intervention Resource Teacher will monitor
usage reports of all targeted students.
Classroom teachers will monitor student progress during
monthly PLC meetings and in between meetings as needed
to determine next steps instructionally.
The administrative team will monitor fidelity of
implementation during walkthroughs on a regular basis.

Other -
Monitoring

10/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 classroom
teachers,
Intervention
Resource
Teacher,
administrators
, Literacy
Coach,
instructional
assistant,
Special
Education
teachers
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PLC Meetings/Development During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers who have
attended writing trainings will share best practices,
instructional strategies, and other ideas from the trainings
with their colleagues.  Grade levels will then make plans as
to how they will incorporate this new learning into their
writing instruction.

Other - PLC
Meetings/Dev
elopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 CRA, Literacy
Coach,
teacher
representative
s

PLC Meetings 5th grade teachers will meet with the CRA to develop an
implementation plan after reading provided resources about
the Power Writing strategy.   Teachers will also consider
student needs when designing instruction.  After
implementation, the group will meet to discuss successes
and challenges and redesign instruction as needed.

Other - PLC
Meetings

12/03/2015 05/31/2017 $0 CRA, 5th
grade
teachers

Monitoring The principal and CRA will conduct walkthroughs to look at
the effectiveness of implementation of the program as well
as integration of the program with the Gradual Release
Model. Feedback will be provided based on what is
observed. Winter and spring math MAP data will be
analyzed for spring-to-winter and spring-to-spring growth.
The principal and CRA will conference with each teacher to
discuss the results and next steps.

Other -
Monitoring

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 principal and
CRA

Monitoring The principal, CRA, and Literacy Coach will ensure that
professional learning is shared with grade level teams
following each writing training.  In addition, the principal,
CRA, and literacy coach will ensure that plans created by
grade level teams in response to new learning are
implemented.

Other -
Monitoring

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 principal,
CRA, Literacy
Coach

Development/PLC Meetings Regular classroom and special education teachers will meet
with the Principal, Curriculum Resource Administrator and
Literacy Coach each month during their planning time to
discuss successes and challenges with program
implementation,the integration of Ready Common Core with
the Gradual Release Model, and general effectiveness
based on student data.

Professional
Learning

09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 classroom
and special
education
teachers in
grades 3-5,
school
administrators
, literacy
coach

PLC Meetings/Development During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers who have
attended writing trainings will share best practices,
instructional strategies, and other ideas from the trainings
with their colleagues. Grade levels will then make plans as
to how they will incorporate this new learning into their
writing instruction.

Other - PLC
Meetings/Dev
elopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 Classroom
and special
education
teachers,
CRA, Literacy
Coach,
principal

Monitoring The principal, CRA, and Literacy Coach will ensure that
professional learning is shared with grade level teams
following each writing training. In addition, the principal,
CRA, and literacy coach will ensure that plans created by
grade level teams in response to new learning are
implemented.

Other -
Monitoring

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 CRA,
principal,
Literacy
Coach
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PLC Meetings At monthly PLC meetings the CRA and Math Coaches will
provide teachers with support on determining the concepts
to emphasize in current modules.  The coaches also ensure
that teachers are familiar with each of the components of
the curriculum. In addition, they will provide teachers with
supplemental resources and appropriate instructional
strategies for teaching math concepts.

Other - PLC
Meetings

09/02/2015 05/31/2017 $0 District Math
Coaches,
CRA,
classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers

PLC Meetings/Development During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers will spend
time analyzing Lexia usage and proficiency data as well as
troubleshooting the challenges of implementation.  The
CRA will bring reports for the teachers to review and will
guide discussion.
During monthly Student Monitoring PLCs, the Intervention
Resource Teacher, CRA, principal, and classroom teachers
will review individual success for students that receive
Dreambox as part of RTI.

Other - PLC
Meetings/Dev
elopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 CRA,
principal,
Math
Coaches,
classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers

PLC Meetings During monthly Math PLC meetings, the CRA and Math
Coaches will guide teachers in analysis of writing prompts
and analyzing student response data.  Teachers will share
lesson ideas and teaching points with one another and
assist each other in handling challenges they are having
with students.

Other - PLC
Meetings

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers,
CRA, Math
Coaches

Total $0
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KDE Needs Assessment 
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Introduction
 
The purpose of the School Needs Assessment is to use data and information to prioritize allocation of resources and activities.
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Data Analysis

 

 

 
What question(s) are you trying to answer with the data and information provided to you? What does the data/information tell you?

What does the data/information not tell you? 
 
What are our strengths and areas of growth from the KPREP assessment?

What is our greatest area of concern for program review?

What subpopulations are still not meeting their goal?

 

-The data tells us our overall score is up slightly from the previous year.  This growth moved us into the Proficient/Progressing category.

Our overall score is 67.9 which gives us the Proficient/Progressing label.  This score is up from our 2013-2014 of 67.4.

-The data tells us that our reading and math scores are fairly comparable.  

Reading - 50.9 and Math 48.8 percent Proficient/Distinguished

-The data tells us that our writing scores are concerning and need to be addressed.

Writing - 31.6 percent Proficient/Distinguished

The data tells us that our minority populations are not achieving in the proficient range.

The data tells us that our special education population is performing significantly below our regular ed population.

The data tells us that our writing program review is an area of concern. 
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Areas of Strengths

 

 

 
What were the areas of strength you noted? What actions are you implementing to sustain the areas of strength? What is there

cause to celebrate? 
 
An area of strength is continuous progress in reading and math and in our program review.  

Our special education students met their reading goal.

Our language scores showed a great deal of growth.

The LEP students met their reading goal. 
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Opportunities for Improvement

 

 

 
What were areas in need of improvement? What plans are you making to improve the areas of need? 
 
Reading is an area of improvement.  Our percent proficient/distinguished for reading was 50.9.   This is below both the district and the state

scores.   Math is also an area of improvement.  Our math score was 48.8.  This score is lower than the district average and the same as the

state average.  Finally, writing is a major area of improvement.   Our writing score was 31.6.  This is much lower than the district score of

45.2 and the state score of 43.8.  We would also like to improve our Writing and Practical Living Program Review areas because neither of

these areas are already proficient.   
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Conclusion

 

 

 
Reflect on your answers provided in the previous sections. What are your next steps in addressing areas of concern? 
 
Implement strategies to increase student achievement in reading, math, and writing.  These activities will include Ready Common Core,

Lexia, Dreambox, and Power Writing.  We will also implement targeted vocabulary instruction with our special education population.  We will

increase administrative monitoring and require teachers to meet together in PLCs to develop and refine practices. 
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KDE Compliance and Accountability - Schools  
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Introduction
 
The process of Improvement Planning in Kentucky is used as the means of determining how schools and districts will plan to ensure that

students reach proficiency and beyond by 2015.  The process focuses school and district improvement efforts on student needs by bringing

together all stakeholders to plan for improvement, by focusing planning efforts on priority needs and closing achievement gaps between

subgroups of students, by building upon school and district capacity for high quality planning, and by making connections between the funds

that flow into the district and the priority needs in schools.

Your school’s plans for improvement must be based on careful and honest analysis of data, address all content areas, and clearly address

gaps in student achievement. 
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Planning and Accountability Requirements

 

 

 
The school has identified specific strategies to address areas for improvement identified in the TELLKY Survey results. 
 
N/A (this question does not apply) 

 
The school identified specific strategies to increase the average combined reading and math K-Prep proficiency scores. 
 
Goal 1:

Increase the average combined reading and math proficiency ratings for all Kentucky students in the non-duplicated gap group from 33% in

2012 to 66.5% in 2017. 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 22.9% to 38.3% in the reading ability of special education students  by 09/30/2016 as measured by

KPREP reading scores. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Vocabulary Development - Special education teachers will implement intentional vocabulary strategies and activities during reading

instruction.  Vocabulary instruction will include lessons in both content vocabulary and general/working vocabulary.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Learning in the Fast Lane by Suzy Pepper Rollins

“Students vocabulary knowledge is directly tied to their success in school.”  (Marzano & Simms, 2013)

“Knowing more words allows students to think about more concepts in more ways.”  (Marzano & Simms, 2013)

Numerous studies from 1918 through the present have found a significant correlation between vocabulary and intelligence.

 
 

 

Activity - Direct Instruction Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Special education teachers will use resources
provided during PLC meetings, information
gathered from professional reading, and best
practice strategies in teaching vocabulary to
provide students with regular, targeted
instruction with both content specific and
general/working vocabulary.

Direct
Instruction 09/21/2015 05/24/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required
Special Education
teachers
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Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct weekly
walkthroughs to look for evidence of vocabulary
instruction.   Feedback will be provided based
on what is observed.

Winter and spring reading MAP data for special
education students will be analyzed for spring-
to-winter and spring-to-spring growth.   The
principal and CRA will conference with each
teacher to discuss the results and next steps.

The principal and CRA will monitor the Google
Share document to make sure teachers are
collaborating with one another and sharing out
about their progress.

Other -
Monitoring 09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required CRA, principal

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The Special Education Department will meet on
a regular basis with the principal and CRA with
a focus on instructional strategies and
resources for vocabulary development.  During
PLC meetings, the principal and CRA will share
newly identified resources and research in
order to increase teacher capacity in teaching
vocabulary to special education students.   In
addition, teachers will bring samples of lessons
they have done with their students to share with
others and to discuss what was successful and
unsuccessful with the implementation of the
activity they bring.  After winter MAP is
administered, the PLC will meet to analyze
individual student MAP data to determine next
steps.

Special Education teachers will also participate
in a Google Share online discussion in between
meeting dates.   This document will allow
teachers to share lessons and activities that
have worked, share research and lesson plan
ideas that they have found, and troubleshoot
difficulties they are having.  Because these
teachers have varying planning time during the
day, this document will be essential in allowing
them to collaborate with one another on a
regular basis.

Professional
Learning 09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 - State Funds Special Education

teachers, CRA, principal
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Goal 2:

Increase the average combined reading and math KPREP scores for all Kentucky elementary school students from 47.4% to 63.2% in 2017. 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 50.9% to 69.4% in reading by 05/31/2017 as measured by KPREP reading scores. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Increased Written Response Opportunities - The Literacy Coach and CRA will model the RACED written response strategy for 3rd-5th grade

reading classrooms and 4th grade math classrooms.  Following these lessons, teachers will begin implementing the strategy with students

and increasing opportunities for students to apply the strategy in various content areas. In addition, follow up instruction will occur based on

student performance.  This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.  Specifically, this strategy ties to the Engagement,

Assessment, and Responsiveness indicators.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: The Core Six Essential Strategies for Achieving Excellence with the Common Core by Harvey F. Silver, R. Thomas Dewing,

and Matthew J. Perini 
 

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All special education teachers will study the
power point provided through the Director of
Secondary Schools which contains research
about the impact of vocabulary instruction on
student achievement.  The team will discuss the
research together.

All special education teachers will read the
chapter entitled: Vocabulary Development:
Implementing a Strategic Plan in the book,
Learning In The Fast Lane: 8 Ways To Put ALL
Students On The Road To Academic Success.
In this chapter, the author explains that for
many of our students, just understanding the
questions on the assessments they are given,
will be problematic, especially if they lack
understanding of content-area vocabulary.  She
goes on to explain that students will encounter
even more difficulty if they have gaps in their
incidental vocabulary, which includes all those
words they really should know by now.

The CRA and principal will read the book titled,
Vocabulary for the Common Core by Marzano
and share applicable learning with the special
education teachers on a regular basis.  It will be
expected that the teachers then use this new
learning to prepare lessons for students.

Professional
Learning 09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 - State Funds Special Education

teachers, CRA, principal
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Strategy2:

Lexia Implementation - NES staff will use the Lexia intervention program to provide differentiated instruction to individual students in reading.

Students will complete customized lessons that address learning deficits.   1st grade teachers will use the program with all students during

independent work time while teachers are working with guided reading groups.  2nd-5th grade teachers will target 3-6 students in their

classroom to complete Lexia lessons throughout the week.   An instructional assistant will assist a group of 3rd-5th grade students as they

complete Lexia lessons in the computer lab each morning before school.  In addition, intervention teachers will use Lexia as part of tier 1

students' intervention plans.    This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, of PGES.  Specifically Engagement and Responsiveness.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research support for this strategy is referenced at the following URL:

http://lexialearning.com/uploads/page-body/MKRES12_Lexia_ResearchBrochure_FINAL.pdf 
 

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The CRA and Literacy Coach will provide
support for teachers who are new to grades 3-5
and have not had experience with written
response development or implementation.   The
CRA will look for opportunities for teachers to
attend trainings on written response questions.
In addition, teachers who are struggling with
implementation, and/or not able to yield positive
results in this area, will be given opportunities to
visit the classrooms of teachers who have
success.

Professional
Learning 01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $200 - School

Council Funds

CRA, Literacy Coach,
classroom teachers,
special education teachers

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly Math PLC meetings, the CRA
and Math Coaches will guide teachers in
analysis of writing prompts and analyzing
student response data.  Teachers will share
lesson ideas and teaching points with one
another and assist each other in handling
challenges they are having with students.

Other - PLC
Meetings 01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

classroom teachers,
special education
teachers, CRA, Math
Coaches

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct
walkthroughs to monitor the effectiveness of
ERQ and short answer instruction.  Monitoring
will also include checking on the frequency of
implementation.  In addition, the principal, CRA,
and Literacy Coach will participate in Live
Scoring sessions each month to monitor
student progress with responding to written
response questions.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required
principal, CRA, Literacy
Coach
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Strategy3:

Ready Common Core Implementation - Reading teachers in grades 3-5 will use the Ready Common Core series as one component of core

reading instruction.   Students will read rigorous text, answer multiple choice questions and respond in writing in order to demonstrate

understanding of targeted standards.  This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.  Specifically, this strategy ties to the

Engagement indicator of Domain 3.  In addition, this strategy supports Domain - 1, Planning and Preparation.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research support for this strategy is referenced at the following URL:

http://www.casamples.com/downloads/Ready-Reading-Research_Strong-Research-Base.pdf

 
 

 

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Lexia implementation will be monitored in the
following ways:
The CRA and Intervention Resource Teacher
will monitor usage reports of all targeted
students.
Classroom teachers will monitor student
progress during monthly PLC meetings and in
between meetings as needed to determine next
steps instructionally.
The administrative team will monitor fidelity of
implementation during walkthroughs on a
regular basis.

Other -
Monitoring 10/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

classroom teachers,
Intervention Resource
Teacher, administrators,
Literacy Coach,
instructional assistant,
Special Education
teachers

Activity - Development/PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers
will spend time analyzing Lexia usage and
proficiency data as well as troubleshooting the
challenges of implementation.  The CRA will
bring reports for the teachers to review and will
guide discussion.
During monthly Student Monitoring PLCs, the
Intervention Resource Teacher and classroom
teachers will review individual student success
for students that receive Lexia as part of RTI.

Other - Data
Analysis/Tro
ubleshooting

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding
Required

classroom teachers,
special education
teachers, administrators,
Literacy Coach,
Intervention Resource
Teacher

Activity - Development/PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Regular classroom and special education
teachers will meet with the Principal, Curriculum
Resource Administrator and Literacy Coach
each month during their planning time to
discuss successes and challenges with
program implementation,the integration of
Ready Common Core with the Gradual Release
Model, and general effectiveness based on
student data.

Professional
Learning 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

classroom and special
education teachers in
grades 3-5, school
administrators, literacy
coach
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Measurable Objective 2:

demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 31.6% to 64.5% in writing by 05/31/2017 as measured by KPREP writing scores. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Power Writing - 5th grade teachers will implement a new writing strategy with their students in order to improve writing fluency, coherency,

overall organization.   Multiple times/week students will be given a started sentence and will be asked to write as much as they can about the

topic in one minute.   The starter sentences will be based on current content in social studies and math.  After the minute is complete,

students will go back and circle words that are relevant to the topic and also check their work for other errors.  Finally, students will self

assess or peer assess their writing to make sure it makes sense.  This strategy links to the following indicators in PGES Domain 3:  Engaging

Students and Using Assessment in Instruction.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research for this strategy can be found at the following URL:

http://fisherandfrey.com/uploads/posts/Elem_schoolwide.pdf

 
 

 

 

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct
walkthroughs to look at the effectiveness of
implementation of the program as well as
integration of the program with the Gradual
Release Model. Feedback will be provided
based on what is observed. Winter and spring
reading MAP data will be analyzed for spring-
to-winter and spring-to-spring growth. The
principal and CRA will conference with each
teacher to discuss the results and next steps.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required
Principal and Curriculum
Resource Administrator

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will monitor progress
through walkthroughs during writing instruction
as well as checking lesson plans.  In addition,
the principal and CRA will analyze student
responses after the spring on demand
scrimmage.

Other -
Monitoring 01/11/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required Principal and CRA

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

5th grade teachers will meet with the CRA to
develop an implementation plan after reading
provided resources about the Power Writing
strategy.   Teachers will also consider student
needs when designing instruction.  After
implementation, the group will meet to discuss
successes and challenges and redesign
instruction as needed.

Other - PLC
Meetings 12/03/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required CRA, 5th grade teachers
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Strategy2:

Increased Writing Professional Development - NES teachers will have several opportunities to grow professionally in the area of writing this

year.   First, teacher delegates will attend two different Abel and Atherton writing trainings (Writing Lessons Part 2 and On Demand Part 2),

share their learning with the writing committee, and make suggestions for improvement of instruction.  Second, all writing teachers at NES

will participate it job embedded writing PD designed in response to teacher need as identified by a writing survey.  Finally, a group of

teachers will attend a training given by Dee Camp titled Best Practices in Writing and share out with their grade level teams at PLCs.  After

the information has been shared, teams will create a plan as to how they will incorporate their new learning into writing practices.  This

strategy ties to PGES through Domain 4 - Professional Responsibilities.  Specifically, this ties to the indicators - Growing and Developing

Professionally and Participating in a Professional Community.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited: This strategy is supported by research in at the following URL:

http://www.nwp.org/cs/public/download/nwp_file/9031/el200709_lieberman.pdf?x-r=pcfile_d

In addition, professional literature in Best Practice by Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde contains a chapter on best practices in writing that

supports continual teacher learning. 
 

 

 
Measurable Objective 3:

demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 49.9% to 66.8% in math   by 05/31/2017 as measured by as measured by KPREP math scores.. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Dreambox Implementation - At NES, we will use the Dreambox intervention program to provide differentiated instruction to targeted students

in math.  Students will complete customized lessons that address learning deficits.    This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, of PGES.

Specifically Engagement and Responsiveness.

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will study the Power Writing
instructional routine recommended by Doug
Fisher.   They will read articles regarding this
practice and discuss implementation with each
other and the CRA.

Other -
Developmen
t

01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding
Required

5th Grade Teachers, CRA,
principal

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal, CRA, and Literacy Coach will
ensure that professional learning is shared with
grade level teams following each writing
training.  In addition, the principal, CRA, and
literacy coach will ensure that plans created by
grade level teams in response to new learning
are implemented.

Other -
Monitoring 01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required
principal, CRA, Literacy
Coach

Activity - PLC Meetings/Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers
who have attended writing trainings will share
best practices, instructional strategies, and
other ideas from the trainings with their
colleagues.  Grade levels will then make plans
as to how they will incorporate this new learning
into their writing instruction.

Other - PLC
Meetings/De
velopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding
Required

CRA, Literacy Coach,
teacher representatives
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Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research for this strategy can be found at the following URL:

http://www-static.dreambox.com/wp-content/uploads/downloads/pdf/DreamBox_Results_from_SRI_Rocketship_Evaluation.pdf 
 

 

 
Strategy2:

Stepping Stones  - Math teachers at all grade levels will implement the Stepping Stones math curriculum as their core math program.  This

strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.  In addition, this strategy supports Domain 1 - Planning and Preparation.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Evidence to support the strategy above is found at the following URL:

http://www.origoeducation.com/steppingstones/results?Search=Research&formController=steppingstones%2F&executeForm=searchForm&

action_results= 
 

 

Activity - PLC Meetings/Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers
will spend time analyzing Lexia usage and
proficiency data as well as troubleshooting the
challenges of implementation.  The CRA will
bring reports for the teachers to review and will
guide discussion.
During monthly Student Monitoring PLCs, the
Intervention Resource Teacher, CRA, principal,
and classroom teachers will review individual
success for students that receive Dreambox as
part of RTI.

Other - PLC
Meetings/De
velopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding
Required

CRA, principal, Math
Coaches, classroom
teachers, special
education teachers

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Dreambox implementation will be monitored in
the following ways:
The CRA and Intervention Resource Teacher
will monitor the usage reports of all targeted
students.
Classroom teachers will monitor student
progress during monthly PLC meetings.

Other -
Monitoring 09/02/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

principal, CRA,
Intervention Resource
Teacher

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

At monthly PLC meetings the CRA and Math
Coaches will provide teachers with support on
determining the concepts to emphasize in
current modules.  The coaches also ensure that
teachers are familiar with each of the
components of the curriculum. In addition, they
will provide teachers with supplemental
resources and appropriate instructional
strategies for teaching math concepts.

Other - PLC
Meetings 09/02/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

District Math Coaches,
CRA, classroom teachers,
special education teachers
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Strategy3:

5th Grade Math Support - In response to end of year MAP data in 4th grade additional math support is being provided to our current 5th

grade math students.  This support is occurring through the ESS daytime waiver for the "middle" math group through the use of an

instructional assistant.  This assistant provides support to a group of targeted students after the whole group focused instruction  portion of

the lesson.  In addition, 5th grade students in the "at risk' group, receive an additional math block four days/week where math interventions

take place.  This connects to Domain 3 - Instruction in PGES.  Specifically, with the indicators Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness

and Engagement.  

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: http://www.gram.edu/sacs/qep/chapter%204/4_1EducationAlliance.pdf 
 

 
Strategy4:

Increased Written Response Opportunities - The Literacy Coach and CRA will model the RACED written response strategy for 3rd-5th grade

reading classrooms and 4th grade math classrooms.  Following these lessons, teachers will begin implementing the strategy with students

and increasing opportunities for students to apply the strategy in various content areas. In addition, follow up instruction will occur based on

student performance.  This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.  Specifically, this strategy ties to the Engagement,

Assessment, and Responsiveness indicators.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: The Core Six Essential Strategies for Achieving Excellence with the Common Core by Harvey F. Silver, R. Thomas Dewing,

and Matthew J. Perini 
 

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct
walkthroughs to look at the effectiveness of
implementation of the program as well as
integration of the program with the Gradual
Release Model. Feedback will be provided
based on what is observed. Winter and spring
math MAP data will be analyzed for spring-to-
winter and spring-to-spring growth. The
principal and CRA will conference with each
teacher to discuss the results and next steps.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required principal and CRA

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will receive 3 hours of Professional
Development from Origo trainers about the
different components of the Stepping Stones
program.  In addition, teachers will participate in
3 additional hours of professional development
with their grade level team to further explore the
components of the program and share ideas.

Other -
Developmen
t

08/06/2015 05/20/2016 $0 - Other
Origo trainers, CRA,
classroom teachers, and
special education teachers

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will complete
walkthroughs on a regular basis to check on the
implementation of this model.   We will be
specifically looking for effective use of time and
student engagement.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - State Funds principal and CRA
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All children-were screened for kindergarten readiness.  If yes, name the assessment.  
 
N/A (this question does not apply) 

 
The school identified specific strategies to increase the percentage of students who are Kindergarten ready. 
 
N/A (this question does not apply) 

 
The school identified specific K-3 strategies to increase the average 3rd grade math and reading combined K-Prep proficiency

scores.  
 
Goal 1:

Increase the average combined reading and math proficiency ratings for all Kentucky students in the non-duplicated gap group from 33% in

2012 to 66.5% in 2017. 
 
 

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly Math PLC meetings, the CRA
and Math Coaches will guide teachers in
analysis of writing prompts and analyzing
student response data.  Teachers will share
lesson ideas and teaching points with one
another and assist each other in handling
challenges they are having with students.

Other - PLC
Meetings 01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

classroom teachers,
special education
teachers, CRA, Math
Coaches

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct
walkthroughs to monitor the effectiveness of
ERQ and short answer instruction.  Monitoring
will also include checking on the frequency of
implementation.  In addition, the principal, CRA,
and Literacy Coach will participate in Live
Scoring sessions each month to monitor
student progress with responding to written
response questions.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required
principal, CRA, Literacy
Coach

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The CRA and Literacy Coach will provide
support for teachers who are new to grades 3-5
and have not had experience with written
response development or implementation.   The
CRA will look for opportunities for teachers to
attend trainings on written response questions.
In addition, teachers who are struggling with
implementation, and/or not able to yield positive
results in this area, will be given opportunities to
visit the classrooms of teachers who have
success.

Professional
Learning 01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $200 - School

Council Funds

CRA, Literacy Coach,
classroom teachers,
special education teachers
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Measurable Objective 1:

demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 22.9% to 38.3% in the reading ability of special education students  by 09/30/2016 as measured by

KPREP reading scores. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Vocabulary Development - Special education teachers will implement intentional vocabulary strategies and activities during reading

instruction.  Vocabulary instruction will include lessons in both content vocabulary and general/working vocabulary.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Learning in the Fast Lane by Suzy Pepper Rollins

“Students vocabulary knowledge is directly tied to their success in school.”  (Marzano & Simms, 2013)

“Knowing more words allows students to think about more concepts in more ways.”  (Marzano & Simms, 2013)

Numerous studies from 1918 through the present have found a significant correlation between vocabulary and intelligence.

 
 

 

 

Activity - Direct Instruction Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Special education teachers will use resources
provided during PLC meetings, information
gathered from professional reading, and best
practice strategies in teaching vocabulary to
provide students with regular, targeted
instruction with both content specific and
general/working vocabulary.

Direct
Instruction 09/21/2015 05/24/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required
Special Education
teachers

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The Special Education Department will meet on
a regular basis with the principal and CRA with
a focus on instructional strategies and
resources for vocabulary development.  During
PLC meetings, the principal and CRA will share
newly identified resources and research in
order to increase teacher capacity in teaching
vocabulary to special education students.   In
addition, teachers will bring samples of lessons
they have done with their students to share with
others and to discuss what was successful and
unsuccessful with the implementation of the
activity they bring.  After winter MAP is
administered, the PLC will meet to analyze
individual student MAP data to determine next
steps.

Special Education teachers will also participate
in a Google Share online discussion in between
meeting dates.   This document will allow
teachers to share lessons and activities that
have worked, share research and lesson plan
ideas that they have found, and troubleshoot
difficulties they are having.  Because these
teachers have varying planning time during the
day, this document will be essential in allowing
them to collaborate with one another on a
regular basis.

Professional
Learning 09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 - State Funds Special Education

teachers, CRA, principal
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Goal 2:

Increase the average combined reading and math KPREP scores for all Kentucky elementary school students from 47.4% to 63.2% in 2017. 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 31.6% to 64.5% in writing by 05/31/2017 as measured by KPREP writing scores. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Power Writing - 5th grade teachers will implement a new writing strategy with their students in order to improve writing fluency, coherency,

overall organization.   Multiple times/week students will be given a started sentence and will be asked to write as much as they can about the

topic in one minute.   The starter sentences will be based on current content in social studies and math.  After the minute is complete,

students will go back and circle words that are relevant to the topic and also check their work for other errors.  Finally, students will self

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct weekly
walkthroughs to look for evidence of vocabulary
instruction.   Feedback will be provided based
on what is observed.

Winter and spring reading MAP data for special
education students will be analyzed for spring-
to-winter and spring-to-spring growth.   The
principal and CRA will conference with each
teacher to discuss the results and next steps.

The principal and CRA will monitor the Google
Share document to make sure teachers are
collaborating with one another and sharing out
about their progress.

Other -
Monitoring 09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required CRA, principal

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All special education teachers will study the
power point provided through the Director of
Secondary Schools which contains research
about the impact of vocabulary instruction on
student achievement.  The team will discuss the
research together.

All special education teachers will read the
chapter entitled: Vocabulary Development:
Implementing a Strategic Plan in the book,
Learning In The Fast Lane: 8 Ways To Put ALL
Students On The Road To Academic Success.
In this chapter, the author explains that for
many of our students, just understanding the
questions on the assessments they are given,
will be problematic, especially if they lack
understanding of content-area vocabulary.  She
goes on to explain that students will encounter
even more difficulty if they have gaps in their
incidental vocabulary, which includes all those
words they really should know by now.

The CRA and principal will read the book titled,
Vocabulary for the Common Core by Marzano
and share applicable learning with the special
education teachers on a regular basis.  It will be
expected that the teachers then use this new
learning to prepare lessons for students.

Professional
Learning 09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 - State Funds Special Education

teachers, CRA, principal
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assess or peer assess their writing to make sure it makes sense.  This strategy links to the following indicators in PGES Domain 3:  Engaging

Students and Using Assessment in Instruction.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research for this strategy can be found at the following URL:

http://fisherandfrey.com/uploads/posts/Elem_schoolwide.pdf

 
 

 

 

 
Strategy2:

Increased Writing Professional Development - NES teachers will have several opportunities to grow professionally in the area of writing this

year.   First, teacher delegates will attend two different Abel and Atherton writing trainings (Writing Lessons Part 2 and On Demand Part 2),

share their learning with the writing committee, and make suggestions for improvement of instruction.  Second, all writing teachers at NES

will participate it job embedded writing PD designed in response to teacher need as identified by a writing survey.  Finally, a group of

teachers will attend a training given by Dee Camp titled Best Practices in Writing and share out with their grade level teams at PLCs.  After

the information has been shared, teams will create a plan as to how they will incorporate their new learning into writing practices.  This

strategy ties to PGES through Domain 4 - Professional Responsibilities.  Specifically, this ties to the indicators - Growing and Developing

Professionally and Participating in a Professional Community.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited: This strategy is supported by research in at the following URL:

http://www.nwp.org/cs/public/download/nwp_file/9031/el200709_lieberman.pdf?x-r=pcfile_d

In addition, professional literature in Best Practice by Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde contains a chapter on best practices in writing that

supports continual teacher learning. 
 

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will study the Power Writing
instructional routine recommended by Doug
Fisher.   They will read articles regarding this
practice and discuss implementation with each
other and the CRA.

Other -
Developmen
t

01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding
Required

5th Grade Teachers, CRA,
principal

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

5th grade teachers will meet with the CRA to
develop an implementation plan after reading
provided resources about the Power Writing
strategy.   Teachers will also consider student
needs when designing instruction.  After
implementation, the group will meet to discuss
successes and challenges and redesign
instruction as needed.

Other - PLC
Meetings 12/03/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required CRA, 5th grade teachers

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will monitor progress
through walkthroughs during writing instruction
as well as checking lesson plans.  In addition,
the principal and CRA will analyze student
responses after the spring on demand
scrimmage.

Other -
Monitoring 01/11/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required Principal and CRA
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Measurable Objective 2:

demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 49.9% to 66.8% in math   by 05/31/2017 as measured by as measured by KPREP math scores.. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Increased Written Response Opportunities - The Literacy Coach and CRA will model the RACED written response strategy for 3rd-5th grade

reading classrooms and 4th grade math classrooms.  Following these lessons, teachers will begin implementing the strategy with students

and increasing opportunities for students to apply the strategy in various content areas. In addition, follow up instruction will occur based on

student performance.  This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.  Specifically, this strategy ties to the Engagement,

Assessment, and Responsiveness indicators.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: The Core Six Essential Strategies for Achieving Excellence with the Common Core by Harvey F. Silver, R. Thomas Dewing,

and Matthew J. Perini 
 

 

Activity - PLC Meetings/Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers
who have attended writing trainings will share
best practices, instructional strategies, and
other ideas from the trainings with their
colleagues.  Grade levels will then make plans
as to how they will incorporate this new learning
into their writing instruction.

Other - PLC
Meetings/De
velopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding
Required

CRA, Literacy Coach,
teacher representatives

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal, CRA, and Literacy Coach will
ensure that professional learning is shared with
grade level teams following each writing
training.  In addition, the principal, CRA, and
literacy coach will ensure that plans created by
grade level teams in response to new learning
are implemented.

Other -
Monitoring 01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required
principal, CRA, Literacy
Coach

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct
walkthroughs to monitor the effectiveness of
ERQ and short answer instruction.  Monitoring
will also include checking on the frequency of
implementation.  In addition, the principal, CRA,
and Literacy Coach will participate in Live
Scoring sessions each month to monitor
student progress with responding to written
response questions.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required
principal, CRA, Literacy
Coach
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Strategy2:

Dreambox Implementation - At NES, we will use the Dreambox intervention program to provide differentiated instruction to targeted students

in math.  Students will complete customized lessons that address learning deficits.    This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, of PGES.

Specifically Engagement and Responsiveness.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research for this strategy can be found at the following URL:

http://www-static.dreambox.com/wp-content/uploads/downloads/pdf/DreamBox_Results_from_SRI_Rocketship_Evaluation.pdf 
 

 

 
Strategy3:

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The CRA and Literacy Coach will provide
support for teachers who are new to grades 3-5
and have not had experience with written
response development or implementation.   The
CRA will look for opportunities for teachers to
attend trainings on written response questions.
In addition, teachers who are struggling with
implementation, and/or not able to yield positive
results in this area, will be given opportunities to
visit the classrooms of teachers who have
success.

Professional
Learning 01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $200 - School

Council Funds

CRA, Literacy Coach,
classroom teachers,
special education teachers

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly Math PLC meetings, the CRA
and Math Coaches will guide teachers in
analysis of writing prompts and analyzing
student response data.  Teachers will share
lesson ideas and teaching points with one
another and assist each other in handling
challenges they are having with students.

Other - PLC
Meetings 01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

classroom teachers,
special education
teachers, CRA, Math
Coaches

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Dreambox implementation will be monitored in
the following ways:
The CRA and Intervention Resource Teacher
will monitor the usage reports of all targeted
students.
Classroom teachers will monitor student
progress during monthly PLC meetings.

Other -
Monitoring 09/02/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

principal, CRA,
Intervention Resource
Teacher

Activity - PLC Meetings/Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers
will spend time analyzing Lexia usage and
proficiency data as well as troubleshooting the
challenges of implementation.  The CRA will
bring reports for the teachers to review and will
guide discussion.
During monthly Student Monitoring PLCs, the
Intervention Resource Teacher, CRA, principal,
and classroom teachers will review individual
success for students that receive Dreambox as
part of RTI.

Other - PLC
Meetings/De
velopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding
Required

CRA, principal, Math
Coaches, classroom
teachers, special
education teachers
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Stepping Stones  - Math teachers at all grade levels will implement the Stepping Stones math curriculum as their core math program.  This

strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.  In addition, this strategy supports Domain 1 - Planning and Preparation.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Evidence to support the strategy above is found at the following URL:

http://www.origoeducation.com/steppingstones/results?Search=Research&formController=steppingstones%2F&executeForm=searchForm&

action_results= 
 

 

 

 
Strategy4:

5th Grade Math Support - In response to end of year MAP data in 4th grade additional math support is being provided to our current 5th

grade math students.  This support is occurring through the ESS daytime waiver for the "middle" math group through the use of an

instructional assistant.  This assistant provides support to a group of targeted students after the whole group focused instruction  portion of

the lesson.  In addition, 5th grade students in the "at risk' group, receive an additional math block four days/week where math interventions

take place.  This connects to Domain 3 - Instruction in PGES.  Specifically, with the indicators Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness

and Engagement.  

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: http://www.gram.edu/sacs/qep/chapter%204/4_1EducationAlliance.pdf 
 

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will receive 3 hours of Professional
Development from Origo trainers about the
different components of the Stepping Stones
program.  In addition, teachers will participate in
3 additional hours of professional development
with their grade level team to further explore the
components of the program and share ideas.

Other -
Developmen
t

08/06/2015 05/20/2016 $0 - Other
Origo trainers, CRA,
classroom teachers, and
special education teachers

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

At monthly PLC meetings the CRA and Math
Coaches will provide teachers with support on
determining the concepts to emphasize in
current modules.  The coaches also ensure that
teachers are familiar with each of the
components of the curriculum. In addition, they
will provide teachers with supplemental
resources and appropriate instructional
strategies for teaching math concepts.

Other - PLC
Meetings 09/02/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

District Math Coaches,
CRA, classroom teachers,
special education teachers

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct
walkthroughs to look at the effectiveness of
implementation of the program as well as
integration of the program with the Gradual
Release Model. Feedback will be provided
based on what is observed. Winter and spring
math MAP data will be analyzed for spring-to-
winter and spring-to-spring growth. The
principal and CRA will conference with each
teacher to discuss the results and next steps.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required principal and CRA
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Measurable Objective 3:

demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 50.9% to 69.4% in reading by 05/31/2017 as measured by KPREP reading scores. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Increased Written Response Opportunities - The Literacy Coach and CRA will model the RACED written response strategy for 3rd-5th grade

reading classrooms and 4th grade math classrooms.  Following these lessons, teachers will begin implementing the strategy with students

and increasing opportunities for students to apply the strategy in various content areas. In addition, follow up instruction will occur based on

student performance.  This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.  Specifically, this strategy ties to the Engagement,

Assessment, and Responsiveness indicators.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: The Core Six Essential Strategies for Achieving Excellence with the Common Core by Harvey F. Silver, R. Thomas Dewing,

and Matthew J. Perini 
 

 

 

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will complete
walkthroughs on a regular basis to check on the
implementation of this model.   We will be
specifically looking for effective use of time and
student engagement.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - State Funds principal and CRA

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct
walkthroughs to monitor the effectiveness of
ERQ and short answer instruction.  Monitoring
will also include checking on the frequency of
implementation.  In addition, the principal, CRA,
and Literacy Coach will participate in Live
Scoring sessions each month to monitor
student progress with responding to written
response questions.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required
principal, CRA, Literacy
Coach

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The CRA and Literacy Coach will provide
support for teachers who are new to grades 3-5
and have not had experience with written
response development or implementation.   The
CRA will look for opportunities for teachers to
attend trainings on written response questions.
In addition, teachers who are struggling with
implementation, and/or not able to yield positive
results in this area, will be given opportunities to
visit the classrooms of teachers who have
success.

Professional
Learning 01/04/2016 05/31/2017 $200 - School

Council Funds

CRA, Literacy Coach,
classroom teachers,
special education teachers
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Strategy2:

Ready Common Core Implementation - Reading teachers in grades 3-5 will use the Ready Common Core series as one component of core

reading instruction.   Students will read rigorous text, answer multiple choice questions and respond in writing in order to demonstrate

understanding of targeted standards.  This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, in PGES.  Specifically, this strategy ties to the

Engagement indicator of Domain 3.  In addition, this strategy supports Domain - 1, Planning and Preparation.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research support for this strategy is referenced at the following URL:

http://www.casamples.com/downloads/Ready-Reading-Research_Strong-Research-Base.pdf

 
 

 

 
Strategy3:

Lexia Implementation - NES staff will use the Lexia intervention program to provide differentiated instruction to individual students in reading.

Students will complete customized lessons that address learning deficits.   1st grade teachers will use the program with all students during

independent work time while teachers are working with guided reading groups.  2nd-5th grade teachers will target 3-6 students in their

classroom to complete Lexia lessons throughout the week.   An instructional assistant will assist a group of 3rd-5th grade students as they

complete Lexia lessons in the computer lab each morning before school.  In addition, intervention teachers will use Lexia as part of tier 1

students' intervention plans.    This strategy supports Domain 3 - Instruction, of PGES.  Specifically Engagement and Responsiveness.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research support for this strategy is referenced at the following URL:

Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly Math PLC meetings, the CRA
and Math Coaches will guide teachers in
analysis of writing prompts and analyzing
student response data.  Teachers will share
lesson ideas and teaching points with one
another and assist each other in handling
challenges they are having with students.

Other - PLC
Meetings 01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

classroom teachers,
special education
teachers, CRA, Math
Coaches

Activity - Development/PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Regular classroom and special education
teachers will meet with the Principal, Curriculum
Resource Administrator and Literacy Coach
each month during their planning time to
discuss successes and challenges with
program implementation,the integration of
Ready Common Core with the Gradual Release
Model, and general effectiveness based on
student data.

Professional
Learning 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

classroom and special
education teachers in
grades 3-5, school
administrators, literacy
coach

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct
walkthroughs to look at the effectiveness of
implementation of the program as well as
integration of the program with the Gradual
Release Model. Feedback will be provided
based on what is observed. Winter and spring
reading MAP data will be analyzed for spring-
to-winter and spring-to-spring growth. The
principal and CRA will conference with each
teacher to discuss the results and next steps.

Other -
Monitoring 09/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required
Principal and Curriculum
Resource Administrator
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http://lexialearning.com/uploads/page-body/MKRES12_Lexia_ResearchBrochure_FINAL.pdf 
 

 

 
 
 
The school identified specific strategies to address subgroup achievement gaps. 
 
Goal 1:

Increase the average combined reading and math proficiency ratings for all Kentucky students in the non-duplicated gap group from 33% in

2012 to 66.5% in 2017. 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

demonstrate a proficiency  increase from 22.9% to 38.3% in the reading ability of special education students  by 09/30/2016 as measured by

KPREP reading scores. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Vocabulary Development - Special education teachers will implement intentional vocabulary strategies and activities during reading

instruction.  Vocabulary instruction will include lessons in both content vocabulary and general/working vocabulary.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Learning in the Fast Lane by Suzy Pepper Rollins

“Students vocabulary knowledge is directly tied to their success in school.”  (Marzano & Simms, 2013)

“Knowing more words allows students to think about more concepts in more ways.”  (Marzano & Simms, 2013)

Numerous studies from 1918 through the present have found a significant correlation between vocabulary and intelligence.

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Lexia implementation will be monitored in the
following ways:
The CRA and Intervention Resource Teacher
will monitor usage reports of all targeted
students.
Classroom teachers will monitor student
progress during monthly PLC meetings and in
between meetings as needed to determine next
steps instructionally.
The administrative team will monitor fidelity of
implementation during walkthroughs on a
regular basis.

Other -
Monitoring 10/01/2015 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

classroom teachers,
Intervention Resource
Teacher, administrators,
Literacy Coach,
instructional assistant,
Special Education
teachers

Activity - Development/PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers
will spend time analyzing Lexia usage and
proficiency data as well as troubleshooting the
challenges of implementation.  The CRA will
bring reports for the teachers to review and will
guide discussion.
During monthly Student Monitoring PLCs, the
Intervention Resource Teacher and classroom
teachers will review individual student success
for students that receive Lexia as part of RTI.

Other - Data
Analysis/Tro
ubleshooting

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding
Required

classroom teachers,
special education
teachers, administrators,
Literacy Coach,
Intervention Resource
Teacher
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Activity - PLC Meetings Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The Special Education Department will meet on
a regular basis with the principal and CRA with
a focus on instructional strategies and
resources for vocabulary development.  During
PLC meetings, the principal and CRA will share
newly identified resources and research in
order to increase teacher capacity in teaching
vocabulary to special education students.   In
addition, teachers will bring samples of lessons
they have done with their students to share with
others and to discuss what was successful and
unsuccessful with the implementation of the
activity they bring.  After winter MAP is
administered, the PLC will meet to analyze
individual student MAP data to determine next
steps.

Special Education teachers will also participate
in a Google Share online discussion in between
meeting dates.   This document will allow
teachers to share lessons and activities that
have worked, share research and lesson plan
ideas that they have found, and troubleshoot
difficulties they are having.  Because these
teachers have varying planning time during the
day, this document will be essential in allowing
them to collaborate with one another on a
regular basis.

Professional
Learning 09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 - State Funds Special Education

teachers, CRA, principal

Activity - Direct Instruction Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Special education teachers will use resources
provided during PLC meetings, information
gathered from professional reading, and best
practice strategies in teaching vocabulary to
provide students with regular, targeted
instruction with both content specific and
general/working vocabulary.

Direct
Instruction 09/21/2015 05/24/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required
Special Education
teachers
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The school identified specific strategies to increase the average freshman graduation rate. 
 
N/A (this question does not apply) 

 
The school identified specific strategies to increase the percentage of students who are college and career ready. 
 
N/A (this question does not apply) 

 
The school identified specific strategies to increase the percentage of distinguished programs in the arts and humanities, PL/CS

and writing. 
 

Activity - Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All special education teachers will study the
power point provided through the Director of
Secondary Schools which contains research
about the impact of vocabulary instruction on
student achievement.  The team will discuss the
research together.

All special education teachers will read the
chapter entitled: Vocabulary Development:
Implementing a Strategic Plan in the book,
Learning In The Fast Lane: 8 Ways To Put ALL
Students On The Road To Academic Success.
In this chapter, the author explains that for
many of our students, just understanding the
questions on the assessments they are given,
will be problematic, especially if they lack
understanding of content-area vocabulary.  She
goes on to explain that students will encounter
even more difficulty if they have gaps in their
incidental vocabulary, which includes all those
words they really should know by now.

The CRA and principal will read the book titled,
Vocabulary for the Common Core by Marzano
and share applicable learning with the special
education teachers on a regular basis.  It will be
expected that the teachers then use this new
learning to prepare lessons for students.

Professional
Learning 09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $200 - State Funds Special Education

teachers, CRA, principal

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal and CRA will conduct weekly
walkthroughs to look for evidence of vocabulary
instruction.   Feedback will be provided based
on what is observed.

Winter and spring reading MAP data for special
education students will be analyzed for spring-
to-winter and spring-to-spring growth.   The
principal and CRA will conference with each
teacher to discuss the results and next steps.

The principal and CRA will monitor the Google
Share document to make sure teachers are
collaborating with one another and sharing out
about their progress.

Other -
Monitoring 09/09/2015 05/24/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required CRA, principal
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Goal 1:

Nicholasville Elementary will improve our Writing Program Review score from 7.8 to 8.2 by May 31, 2017. 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to improve our Writing Program Review score from 7.8 to 8.2 by 05/31/2017 as measured by Program Review assessment data. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Presentation Problem-Solving - Students who have been placed in the high-performing Integrated Studies class in 5th grade will participate

in a Presentation Problem-Solving unit.  This unit will allow the students to work in teams in order to develop 21st Century skills, such as

collaboration, communication, critical thinking, and creative thinking.  The final solutions from this unit will be presented by students through

writing and an oral presentation.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research support for this strategy can be found at the following URL:

http://www.p21.org/our-work/resources/for-educators 
 

 

 
Strategy2:

Increased Writing Professional Development - Increased Writing Professional Development - NES teachers will have several opportunities to

grow professionally in the area of writing this year. First, teacher delegates will attend two different Abel and Atherton writing trainings

(Writing Lessons Part 2 and On Demand Part 2), share their learning with the writing committee, and make suggestions for improvement of

instruction. Second, all writing teachers at NES will participate it job embedded writing PD designed in response to teacher need as identified

by a writing survey. Finally, a group of teachers will attend a training given by Dee Camp titled Best Practices in Writing and share out with

their grade level teams at PLCs. After the information has been shared, teams will create a plan as to how they will incorporate their new

learning into writing practices. This strategy ties to PGES through Domain 4 - Professional Responsibilities. Specifically, this ties to the

indicators - Growing and Developing Professionally and Participating in a Professional Community. Category: Professional Learning &

Support

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited: This strategy is supported by research in at the following URL:

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The Principal and CRA will monitor
implementation of the Presentation Problem-
Solving unit through walk-throughs.

Other -
Monitoring 09/12/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - Other Principal, CRA

Activity - PLC/Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The Integrated Studies Teacher, Literacy
Coach, Technology Coordinator, Gifted
Teacher, and CRA will work together to
research/learn more about the Presentation
Problem-solving program.  They will also work
together to design problem-solving scenarios
and lessons, as well discuss challenges and
successes of the program throughout the
implementation of the unit.

Professional
Learning 04/11/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required

Integrated Studies
Teacher, CRA, Literacy
Coach, Technology
Coordinator, Gifted
Teacher
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http://www.nwp.org/cs/public/download/nwp_file/9031/el200709_lieberman.pdf?xr=pcfile_d In addition, professional literature in Best Practice

by Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde contains a chapter on best practices in writing that supports continual teacher learning. 
 

 

 
 

Activity - PLC Meetings/Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

During monthly ELA PLC meetings, teachers
who have attended writing trainings will share
best practices, instructional strategies, and
other ideas from the trainings with their
colleagues. Grade levels will then make plans
as to how they will incorporate this new learning
into their writing instruction.

Other - PLC
Meetings/De
velopment

01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding
Required

Classroom and special
education teachers, CRA,
Literacy Coach, principal

Activity - Monitoring Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The principal, CRA, and Literacy Coach will
ensure that professional learning is shared with
grade level teams following each writing
training. In addition, the principal, CRA, and
literacy coach will ensure that plans created by
grade level teams in response to new learning
are implemented.

Other -
Monitoring 01/06/2016 05/31/2017 $0 - No Funding

Required
CRA, principal, Literacy
Coach
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Introduction
 
KDE Assurances - School 
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Assurances

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Needs Assessment

The school conducted a comprehensive needs
assessment, which included a review of
academic achievement data for all students and
assessed the needs of the school relative to
each of the schoolwide program components.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Core Academic
Programs

The school planned and developed Schoolwide
researchbased instructional reform strategies to
strengthen the core academic program,
increase the amount and quality of learning
time, and provide additional support to all
students.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Preschool
Transition

The school planned preschool transition
strategies and the implementation process.

N/A

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Research-based
Strategies

The school planned and developed schoolwide
researchbased instructional strategies that
provide additional instruction for students
experiencing the greatest degree of difficulty
mastering the state's academic achievement
standards.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Highly Qualified
Teachers

The school planned strategies to recruit and
retain highly qualified teachers.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Title I, Part A
Schoolwide Funds

The  school allocated and spent Title I, Part A
Schoolwide funds only on allowable programs
and activities and maintained appropriate
financial records in this regard on  its Title I,
Part A programs and activities.

Yes
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Parental
Involvement

The school planned or developed strategies to
increase parental involvement in the design,
implementation, evaluation and communication
of assessment results of the Schoolwide
activities, which included  the development and
implementation of a Parent Compact and a
Parent Involvement Policy.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Schoolwide
Planning

The school incorporated the ten schoolwide
planning criteria into the existing school
improvement planning process.

N/A We are unsure of what the 10
criteria are.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Professional
Development

The school planned or provided appropriate
professional development activities for staff
members who will be serving students.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Plan

The school an annual evaluation that addresses
the implementation of the comprehensive plan
and student achievement results that will inform
changes when needed.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Needs Assessment

The school conducted a comprehensive needs
assessment, which included a review of
academic achievement data, and established
objective criteria for identifying eligible Title I
students.

Yes As a school-wide Title 1 school all
students are considered Title 1.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Instructional
Strategies

The school planned and developed research
based instructional strategies to support and
assist identified students.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Activities

The school planned targeted assistance
activities for identified students that coordinated
and integrate with other federal, state, and local
programs.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Activities

The school planned targeted assistance
activities for identified students that coordinate
with and support the regular educational
program so identified students have access to
both.

Yes
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Schoolwide
Activities

The school planned activities to coordinate and
integrate with other federal, state, and local
programs.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Activities

The school planned or developed strategies to
monitor and evaluate the success of targeted
assistance activities with the identified students
and will use the results of the evaluation to
inform and improve instructional strategies and
professional development activities.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Highly Qualified The  school assigned paraprofessionals who

met the requirements of Highly Qualified under
ESEA to work with targeted assistance
programs and activities.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Federal Program
Funds

The school allocated and spent federal program
funds only on programs and activities for
identified eligible students.  The school
maintained appropriate financial records on  its
Title I, Part A programs and activities.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Parental
Involvement

The school planned or developed strategies to
increase parental involvement in the design,
implementation, and evaluation of the targeted
assistance activities, which included the
implementation of a Parent Compact and a
Parent Involvement Policy.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Planning

The school incorporated the eight Targeted
Assistance Planning components into the
existing school improvement planning process.

N/A We are not aware of the eight
Targeted Assistance Planning
components.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Professional
Development

The school planned or provided appropriate
professional development activities for staff
members who serve identified Title I students.

Yes
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Improvement Plan

The school planned an annual evaluation that
addressed the implementation of the
comprehensive plan and student achievement
results that informed changes when needed.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Transparency The current school year Comprehensive School

Improvement Plan (CSIP) is available for
stakeholders to examine on our school website
(provide the website link below).

Yes http://www.jessamine.kyschools.u
s/docs/CSIP%20NES%202014-
15.pdf

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Teacher Quality The school notifies parents when their

child(ren) are taught for four or more
consecutive weeks by teachers who are not
highly qualified.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Professional
Development

The school provides professional development
for staff based on a comprehensive needs
assessment, which included a review of
academic achievement data and additional
criteria, to ensure all students are college and
career ready.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Ranking Report The school ensures that if the Title I Ranking

Report lists counselors, nurses, media,
specialists or "other" staff for the school, there
is documentation indicating this need in order to
improve student achievement.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educators The school ensures that all para-educators with

instructional duties are under the direct
supervision of a highly qualified classroom
teacher and providing instruction rather than
clerical work.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educators The school ensures that all para-educators with

instructional duties that involve targeted
students are under the direct supervision of a
highly qualified classroom teacher and
providing instruction rather than clerical work.

Yes
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educator Non-
Instructional Duties

The school ensures that there is a schedule of
non-instructional duties for para-educators
demonstrating that the duties are on a limited
basis only.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educator Non-
Instructional Duties

The school scheduled non-instructional duties
for para-educators working with targeted
students demonstrating that the duties are on a
limited basis only.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Cap Size
Requirements

The school met its cap size requirements
without using Title I funds.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Cap Size
Requirements

The school met its cap size requirements
without using Title II funds.

Yes
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Introduction
 
This report provides a comprehensive response to the six objectives of The Missing Piece set for the by the Commissioner's Parent Advisory

Council (CPAC).  This diagnostic uses performance measurement and progress, as well as relationship building, resources and support to

build capacity within schools and districts measure parent involvement and the desired outcome being made. Use the links below to navigate

the diagnostic content and respond to the questions.
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Stakeholders

 

 

 
What stakeholders (name and title) did you engage for the purpose of completing the Missing Piece diagnostic?   
 
Sara Crum, Heather Holland,  
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Relationship Building

 

 

Overall Rating:  3.43 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
2.1 Parents report that school staff understands

and demonstrates how strong relationships with
parents contribute to effective teaching and
learning.

Parents report that school staff understands
and demonstrates how strong relationships with
parents contribute to effective teaching and
learning.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
2.2 School staff implements systematic steps to

welcome the parents of new and English as-a-
Second-Language (ESL) students (for example,
using home visits, personal calls or letters,
open houses and/or other methods).

School staff implements systematic steps to
welcome the parents of new and ESL students
(for example, using home visits, personal calls
or letters, open houses, and/or other methods).

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
2.3 Parents and other stakeholders report that they

are actively welcomed when they visit the
school.

Parents and other stakeholders report that they
are actively welcomed when they visit the
school.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
2.4 School staff implements systematic steps to

encourage parents to attend school activities
and participate in decisions about their
children's learning.

School staff implements systematic steps to
encourage parents to attend school activities
and participate in decisions about their
children's learning.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
2.5 School staff involves parents in personal

communication about their students' progress
at least once a month.

District and school staffs encourage continuous
and meaningful communication with all parents
about their student’s academic goals and
progress.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
2.6 School staff completes needs assessment with

all parents to determine resources necessary
for their child's academic success.

District and school staff identify family interests,
needs and barriers and provides services to
ensure academic success.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
2.7 All parents are asked for feedback on the

school's efforts to welcome and engage parents
and the feedback is used to improve the
school's efforts.

Students/family feedback data on school
welcoming and engagement efforts is retained
in a usable confidential format and can be
retrieved for district or school assistance to
families.

Distinguished
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Communications

 

 

Overall Rating:  3.14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
3.1 School staff implements systematic efforts to

inform parents about academic goals, class
work, grades and homework for their children in
their home language. (For example, classroom
contracts, student assignment books,
homework websites, and online grade books).

Multiple two-way communications in the home
language are used to communicate academic
goals, class work, and homework, and grades.
(See Proficient Examples)

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
3.2 School staff offers varied ways that parents can

share information with teachers about their
children's learning needs. (For example, phone
and e-mail contacts, offering parent
conferences, making home visits, or other
methods).

School staff offers varied ways to that parent
can see share information with teachers about
their children’s learning needs. (For example,
phone and email contact, offering parent
conferences, and making home visits).

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
3.3 School staff partners with community leaders

and organizations to build parent understanding
of academic expectations, school strategies,
and student achievement results.

School staff partners with community leaders
and organizations to build parent understanding
of academic expectations, school strategies,
and student achievement.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
3.4 School staff offers parents opportunities to

discuss school-wide achievement issues,
including assessment data, at least once a
semester.

Student achievement data or achievement
results are communicated informally to parents
by school staff.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
3.5 School staff implements systematic efforts to

maximize parent-teacher conference
participation. (For example, offering multiple
locations, convenient times, follow-up with
parents who do not reply to first notices, and
opportunities for student-led conferences).

A conference is held twice a year for all
students and includes parent or advocate,
student and teachers. School council develops
ways to address data that is collected.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
3.6 At least 50 percent of parents respond to

annual school and/or district stakeholder
surveys.

At least 50% of parents respond to annual
school and/or district stakeholder surveys.

Proficient
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Statement or Question Response Rating
3.7 Stakeholder survey data is consistently used to

plan school improvement efforts and to
evaluate their effectiveness.

Stakeholder survey data is consistently used to
plan school improvement efforts and to
evaluate their effectiveness.

Proficient
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Decision Making

 

 

Overall Rating:  2.29 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
4.1 The school staff offers professional learning

community opportunities, workshops, and easily
accessible written information to equip parents
for service on the SBDM council and
committees.

Parents elected to serve on school council are
invited to attend basic district training. No effort
to include other parents on SBDM committees.

Novice

Statement or Question Response Rating
4.2 School council and committees facilitate broad

parent participation by actively recruiting
diverse membership, providing interpreters and
translated materials when needed, setting
convenient meeting times, and seeking wide
parent input. At least 40 percent of parents vote
in SBDM parent election.

School council and committees have some
parent members, may provide translators, meet
at time and place convenient to staff. Elections
are held at convenient times and are publicized,
but less than 20% of the parents vote in SBDM
parent election.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
4.3 Parents on the SBDM council and committees

engage and mentor many other parents by
reporting to multiple groups and seeking input
through surveys, meetings, and varied other
methods.

Parents on the SBDM council and committees
engage and mentor many other parents by
reporting to multiple groups and seeking input
through surveys, meetings, and varied other
methods.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
4.4 The school council adopts measurable

objectives and plans coherent strategies to
build authentic parent participation, and the
school council monitors the implementation and
impact of that work.

School council adopts measurable objectives
and plans coherent strategies to build authentic
parent participation, and the school council
monitors the implementation and impact of that
work.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
4.5 School council policies ensure active roles for

parents on SBDM council and committees, and
other groups making decisions about school
improvement.

School council policies ensure active roles for
parents on SBDM committees, in school
improvement planning, and also in decisions
about the education of their individual children.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
4.6 Parents report that they are treated as valued

partners on school leadership teams, SBDM
council and committees, the school council, and
other groups making decisions about school
improvement.

Parents report that they are treated as valued
partners on school leadership teams, SBDM
council and committees, and other groups
making decisions about school improvement.

Proficient
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Statement or Question Response Rating
4.7 School staff has a plan to identify new and

experienced parent leaders who support and
build capacity for parents to serve effectively on
the school council and committee work.

Teachers share information from year to year
with parents who serve on the school council
and/or overlaps council terms of parents.

Novice
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Advocacy

 

 

Overall Rating:  2.67 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
5.1 School staff ensures every student has a parent

and/or another adult who knows how to
advocate, or speak up for them, regarding the
student's academic goals and individual needs.

There is evidence that school staff know which
students have a parent or another adult who
can speak up for them regarding their academic
goals and learning needs.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
5.2 Most parents participate actively in student led

conferences or other two-way communication
about meeting their child's individual learning
needs.

Most parents participate actively in student led
conferences or other two-way communication
about meeting their child's individual learning
needs.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
5.3 Parents report participating actively and

effectively in required planning for individual
learning, for example, Individual Education
Plans, Individual Learning Plans, Gifted Student
Plans, 504 Plans, and intervention strategies to
ensure college readiness (Senate Bill 130).

Parents report that they are invited to attend
meetings to discuss Individual Education Plans,
Individual Learning Plans, 504 plans and/or
intervention strategies.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
5.4 School staff gives parents clear, complete

information on the procedures for resolving
concerns and filing complaints, and the council
reviews summary data on those complaints to
identify needed improvements.

School council has a policy and a process to
resolve issues or complaints and outcomes are
sometimes tracked and reported to the council.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
5.5 School staff ensures that parents and

community members are well informed about
how to become educational advocates, or how
to access a trained educational advocate when
needed.

School staff ensures that parents and
community members are well informed about
how to become an educational advocate or how
to access an educational advocate when
needed.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
5.6 As students are identified by school staff as

having disabilities or performing at the novice
level, additional intentional steps are taken to
ensure that parents have the option to use a
trained advocate to assist them in speaking for
their child's needs.

District and school staff partners with advocates
of students with disabilities and/or novice level
performance to improve the way school meets
student learning needs.

Distinguished
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Learning Opportunities

 

 

Overall Rating:  3.0 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
6.1 Parents have multiple opportunities to learn

about and discuss the following: - Kentucky
standards and expectations for all students -
The school's curriculum, instructional methods,
and student services - The school's decision-
making process, including opportunities for
parents to participate on SBDM councils and
committees - Their children's learning and
development, along with legal and practical
options for helping their children succeed, such
the IEP and/or ILP process - Community
resources to support learning - Opportunities to
participate in state and district school
improvement efforts, such as forums,
committees, and surveys.

Parents have multiple opportunities to learn
about and discuss: • Kentucky standards and
expectations for all students. • School's
curriculum, instructional methods, and student
services. • School's decision-making process,
including opportunities to participate on SBDM
councils and committees. • Their children's
learning and development, along with legal and
practical options for helping their children
succeed such as participation in IEP and/or ILP
process. • Community resources to support
learning. • Opportunities to participate in state
and district school improvement efforts, such as
forums, committees, and surveys.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6.2 School staff makes systematic use of written

communications (for example, newsletters,
websites, and bulletin boards) to help parents
understand their own children's progress and
the progress of the school.

School staff makes systematic use of written
communications (for example, newsletters,
Web sites, bulletin boards) to help parents
understand their own children's academic
progress and the progress of school.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6.3 School staff displays proficient student work

with scoring guides to demonstrate academic
expectations to parents and students, and
updates the displays regularly.

School staff exhibits and rotates proficient and
distinguished work and provides resources to
achieve at higher levels.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
6.4 School staff offers parent workshops and

meetings in convenient locations to help
parents develop skills in supporting their
children's learning and the school's
improvement efforts.

District and school staffs collaborate with
parents and community members to provide
training on how to support children's learning,
district and school improvement efforts.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
6.5 School council has a classroom observation

policy that welcomes families to visit all
classrooms.

School staff allows parents to visit regular
education classrooms upon request. There is
no school policy.

Novice

Statement or Question Response Rating
6.6 School staff develops parent leaders who

contribute regularly to other parents'
understanding and who help meet other parent
learning needs.

School staff develops parent leaders who
contribute regularly to other parents'
understanding and who help meet other parent
learning needs.

Proficient
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Community Partnerships

 

 

Overall Rating:  2.67 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
7.1 School leadership regularly shares information

on student achievement and involves business
and community leaders in school improvement
efforts.

School leadership periodically meets with some
business leaders to discuss information on
student achievement.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
7.2 School leadership develops partnerships with

several businesses, organizations, and
agencies to support student learning and create
mentors for students and parents.

School leadership develops partnerships with
several businesses, organizations, and
agencies to support student learning and create
mentors for students and parents.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
7.3 School leadership collaborates with employers

to support parent and volunteer participation in
students' education.

Employer-partners adopt practices to promote
and support parent and volunteer participation
in students' education.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
7.4 School staff collaborates with businesses,

organizations, and agencies to address
individual student needs and shares that
information with parents.

School staff collaborates with businesses,
organizations, and agencies to address
individual student needs and shares that
information with parents.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
7.5 Parents make active use of the school's

resources and community resources and report
that they provide meaningful help to resolve
family challenges that could interfere with
student learning. (For example, FRYSC or Title
I coordinators connect family with community
resources and follow up).

Parents make active use of school and
community resources and report that they
provide meaningful help to resolve family
challenges that could interfere with student
learning. (For example, FRYSC or Title 1
coordinators connect family with community
resources and follow up).

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
7.6 School staff offers and publicizes community-

based learning activities aligned with the
curriculum, such as tutoring linked to the
curriculum and internships, for all students and
parents.

School staff offers and publicizes community-
based learning activities, such as tutoring linked
to the curriculum, for all students and parents.

Proficient
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Reflection

 

 

 
Reflect upon your responses to each of the Missing Piece objectives. 
 
Would like to create a policy for parent observations at NES and increase leadership. 
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Report Summary

 

Scores By Section

Sections

1 2 3 4

Section Score

Relationship Building

Communications

Decision Making

Advocacy

Learning Opportunities

Community Partnerships

3.43

3.14

2.29

2.67

3

2.67
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Introduction
 
The responses should be brief, descriptive, and appropriate for the specific section. It is recommended that the responses are written offline

and then transferred into the sections below.
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Improvement Planning Process

 

Improvement Planning Process 

 
Describe the process used to engage a variety of stakeholders in the development of the institution's improvement plan. Include

information on how stakeholders were selected and informed of their roles, and how meetings were scheduled to accommodate

them.  
 
Grade level representatives were secured on a voluntary basis to meet with the principal and discuss goals and activities for consideration in

our CSIP. The principal asked the district math coaches to attend a meeting to plan for the math goal and activities and recruited the

guidance counselor to work with her on the attendance goal and both the counselor and Family Resource Coordinator to assist with the

program review goals. Parent input was received from our three SBDM parent representatives. The curriculum resource administrator and

literacy coach were consulted regarding reading goals. The primary, intermediate and special area teacher representatives to council were

consulted regarding the gap goal and all prospective goals were presented at the December council meeting. All meetings were set via email

or in person with all members being consulted as to workable dates and times. 
 
 
Describe the representations from stakeholder groups that participated in the development of the improvement plan and their

responsibilities in this process. 
 
Grade level representatives met with the principal to discuss goals and activities for consideration in our CSIP. The district math coaches

were included in a meeting to plan for the math goal and activities. The gap goal was discussed during two meetings of our SBDM council

where we received parent and primary, intermediate, and special area teacher input. The remaining goals were presented to council at the

December meeting for discussion. Input regarding attendance was obtained from our guidance counselor, and program review ideas were

sought from our guidance counselor and Family Resource Center coordinator. The curriculum resource administrator and literacy coach

provided input into the reading objective, strategies and activities. The CRA and principal worked together to draft ideas into written form. The

draft plan will be presented at a staff meeting prior to taking it to the council for approval. 
 
 
Explain how the final improvement plan was communicated to all stakeholders, and the method and frequency in which

stakeholders receive information on its progress.  
 
The plan will be presented to our faculty at a staff meeting before going to council for final approval. The CSIP will be posted on our school

web page for viewing by our entire school community. Progress on meeting the goals will be reported at monthly council and staff meetings

and shared by the principal with her evaluator during her PPGES site visits. 
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School Safety Report 
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Introduction
 
In response to recent tragic events in our nation’s schools, during the 2013 legislative session the Kentucky General Assembly took action,

through the passage of Senate Bill 8/House Bill 354, to assure that our schools are safer places for students and staff to work and learn.

Among other things, SB8/HB354 required changes to emergency plan requirements, the development of school safety practices, and

additional severe weather, lockdown and earthquake drills.  The bill also required local school district superintendents to verify to the

Kentucky Department of Education that all schools in the district are in compliance with these requirements.  This diagnostic is the means by

which this reporting is accomplished.  
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School Safety Requirements

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
1. Does each school have a written Emergency

Management Plan (EMP)?
Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
2. Did the SBDM Council adopt a policy requiring

the development and adoption of an EMP?
No The district requires that council

approve of the EMP but we do
not have a policy.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
3. Did the SBDM Council adopt the EMP? Yes November 10, 2015.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
4. Has each school provided the local first

responders with a copy of the school's EMP
and a    copy of the school's floor plan?

Yes September 2, 2015

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
5. Has the EMP been reviewed and revised as

needed by the SBDM council, principal, and
first responders (annually)?

Yes Counci & Principal - November
10, 2015
First Responders - September 2,
2015

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
6. Was the EMP reviewed with the faculty and

staff prior to the first instructional day of the
school year?

No No, because it was still in the
development process.   Will be
reviewed at January faculty
meeting.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
7. Were local law enforcement and/or fire officials

invited to review the EMP?
Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
8. Are evacuation routes posted in each room at

any doorway used for evacuation, with primary
and secondary routes indicated?

Yes
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
9. Has the local Fire Marshal reviewed the

designated safe zones for severe weather and
are they posted in each room?

No He has not visited yet for this
year.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
10. Have practices been developed for students to

follow during an earthquake?
Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
11. Has each school developed and adhered to

practices designed to ensure control of access
to each school (i.e., controlling access to
exterior doors, front entrance, classrooms,
requiring visitor sign-in and display of
identification badges)?

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
12. Has each school completed all four emergency

response drills during the first 30 days of the
school year? (Fire in compliance with <a
href="http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/815/010/060.ht
m" TARGET="_blank"> Fire Safety</a>
regulations), Lockdown, Severe Weather and
Earthquake)

Yes Fire drills - August 18 & August
27
Severe Weather drill - August 20
Lockdown drill - August 25
Earthquake drill - September 3

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
13. Are processes in place to ensure all four

emergency response drills (Fire in compliance
with <a
href="http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/815/010/060.ht
m" TARGET="_blank"> Fire Safety</a>
regulations), Lockdown, Severe Weather and
Earthquake) will occur within the first thirty
instructional days beginning January 1?

Yes
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Equitable Access Diagnostic  
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Introduction
 
As part of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) each state is required to develop strategies to ensure that poor and minority children are not taught at

higher rates than other children by inexperienced, unqualified, or out-of-field teachers.  The results of this effort became a national push to

ensure all teachers were highly qualified (HQT); meaning each teacher holds the appropriate certification for the content and/or grade level

for which they are assigned.  National data show that poor and minority continue to be taught by inexperienced, unqualified, or out-of-field

teachers. As a result, in 2014, the United States Department of Education (USDOE) required states to develop equity plans and use

evidence based strategies to address this issue.  The focus of the plan is to move away from the concept of “highly qualified” to “high

effective”.
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Needs Assessment

 

 

 

 
What are the barriers identified? 
 
-Our average years of teaching experience was 6.7 last year.   Therefore, our rank 1 completion percentage of 3.3% reflects that many of our

teachers are fairly new and still working on their Rank 2 status.

-We had low percentage of male teachers - 5.9% (2 teachers) and a 0% of our teachers are minority.    
 
 
What sources of data were used to determine the barriers? 
 
The School Report Card for the 2014-2015 school year and PGES observation data from the 2014-2015 school year. 
 
 
What are the root causes of those identified barriers? 
 
-We have new teachers in the building because veteran teachers have retired, moved out of state, and/or left the profession to stay home

with small children.

-We have no minority teachers on staff because the applicant pool is not diverse.

-A large number of teachers have not begun work on their Rank 1 because many of our teachers are in either in process of or have  just

recently completed their masters work.   This is due to minimal years experience in the field. 
 
 
What does the Professional Growth and Effectiveness System data say about the effectiveness of teachers in the school? 
 
-100% of the teachers who received a summative evaluation last year were considered Exemplary or Accomplished. 

-83% of teachers who received a summative evaluation last year scored either Expected or High growth on their Student Growth Goal rating.

2 teacher out of 12 scored low on their Student Growth Goal rating.  
 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
1.1 Has a review of the data has been conducted to

determine barriers to achieve equitable access
to effective educators within the school?

Yes
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Equitable Access Strategies

 

 

 
Placement: Describe school policies or procedures that address the assignment of students to ensure low income and minority

students are not assigned to inexperienced, ineffective or out-of-field teachers more often than their peers who are not identified

as low income or minority students.   
 
A student placement committee works to assign students to classes for the upcoming year.  This committee includes the principal, CRA,

guidance counselor, and a teacher representative.   Teachers fill out informational cards that include information about learning needs and

parent involvement to help with placement decisions.  Parents are permitted to fill out teacher request forms based on preferences.  The goal

of the committee is to balance students across homeroom classes to ensure that all needs can be met.

 

Special Education students are placed onto caseloads and then into homerooms by a committee that includes all Special Education

teachers, the district Instructional Resource Consultant, and the school administrators. 
 
 
Placement:  How is data used to make student assignment decisions to ensure low income, minority, Limited English Proficient

and Exceptional Children and Youth are not assigned to inexperienced, ineffective or out-of-field teachers more often than their

peers? 
 
Teachers fill out individual student placement cards to provide information regarding student academic and behavior data, special programs,

attendance concerns, parent involvement, and other pertinent information.

 

For LEP students, the ELL teacher meets with the principal to discuss the needs of ELL students as well as teacher capacity to ensure that

the needs of these students will be met.

 

Special Education students are placed onto caseloads and then into homerooms by a committee that includes all Special Education

teachers, the district Instructional Resource Consultant, and the school administrators. 
 
 
Recruitment and Retention: How does the school analyze student level data to design targeted recruitment of effective and diverse

teachers?  
 
The district attends college recruitment fairs to recruit quality teachers.    We have student teachers in the building on a regular basis.  

 

As a school, we do not have practices in place to analyze data for recruitment purposes. 
 
 
Recruitment and Retention: How does the school recruit teachers who are effective in implementing practices that are targeted to

support the diverse learning needs of minority students, low income students, Limited English Proficient and Exceptional Children

and Youth? 
 
Administrators talk with professors and department heads at Asbury College as well as supervising teachers at UK and EKU to determine
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teachers that would be a good fit for our school needs. 
 
 
Recruitment and Retention: How does the school retain effective teachers? Identify any incentives. 
 
To retain effective teachers, our administration and coaching team provide support and feedback to teachers on a regular basis.   We give

teachers opportunities to share their concerns both directly and anonymously.   We provide teachers with common planning with their grade

level team and provide new teachers with a partner or mentor teacher on a daily basis and involve them in shared decision making on a

regular basis. 
 
 
Professional Learning:  Identify supports, including mentoring and/or induction, provided to meet the needs of first year,

inexperienced and out-of-field teachers. 
 
To retain effective teachers, our administration and coaching team provide support and feedback to teachers on a regular basis.     We

provide teachers with common planning with their grade level team and provide new teachers with a partner or mentor teacher on a daily

basis and involve them in shared decision making on a regular basis.  The district provides training to new teachers in various areas and the

CRA provides school based new teacher training.   The administrative team targets 3-4 new teachers each to provide additional support

throughout the year. 
 
 
Professional Learning:  Utilizing PGES data, how are the professional learning needs of teachers with an effectiveness rating

below accomplished addressed? 
 
According to the 2014-15 PGES data, all of our teachers who participated in the summative evaluation process were rated Accomplished or

Exemplary.   
 
 
Working Conditions: How are TELL Kentucky results being addressed to increase recruitment, retention and professional learning

needs of staff?  
 
The TELL results were analyzed by the school administration team in order to identify growth areas.  These areas of growth were shared with

teachers.  Teachers were also given the opportunity to provide feedback on current school practices that they deemed outdated or

ineffective.   
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Questions

 

 

 
Identify all goals, objectives, strategies and activities created that support equitable access and the responses in this diagnostic. 
 
All goals, objectives, strategies, and activities included in the NES 2015-16 CSIP are targeted at improving student achievement.   
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